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In Brief
This volume of the LLE Review, covering April–June 2017, features “Flying Focus: Spatiotemporal
Control of the Laser Focus” by D. H. Froula, D. Turnbull, A. Davies, T. J. Kessler, D. Haberberger, S.-W.
Bahk, I. A. Begishev, R. Boni, S. Bucht, J. Katz, J. L. Shaw, and J. Palastro. The article (p. 115) presents
an avenue for novel control over laser–plasma interactions that removes the need for long-focal-length
systems or guiding structures to maintain high intensities over long distances, and decouples the velocity
of the focal spot from the group velocity of the light. This advanced focusing scheme called a “flying
focus” enables a small-diameter laser focus to propagate nearly 100 # its Rayleigh length. Providing
unprecedented spatiotemporal control over the laser focal volume allows the laser focus to co- or counterpropagate along its axis at any velocity.
Additional highlights of recent research presented in this issue include the following:
• D. Turnbull, T. J. Kessler, D. Haberberger, J. L. Shaw, A. Davies, S. Bucht, and D. H. Froula propose
a new laser-ampliﬁer scheme utilizing stimulated Raman scattering in plasma in conjunction with a
“ﬂying focus”—a chromatic focusing system combined with a chirped pump beam that provides spatiotemporal control over the pump focal spot (p. 122). Simulations show that this enables optimization
of the plasma temperature and mitigates many of the issues that are known to have impacted previous
Raman ampliﬁcation experiments, in particular the growth of precursors.
• R. K. Follett, D. H. Edgell, D. H. Froula, V. N. Goncharov, I. V. Igumenshchev, J. G. Shaw, and J. F.
Myatt compared the impact of beam speckle and polarization smoothing on cross-beam energy
transfer (CBET) using the 3-D wave-based laser–plasma interaction code LPSE and ray-based
models (p. 128). The results indicate that ray-based models underpredict CBET when the assumption
of spatially averaged longitudinal incoherence across the CBET interaction region is violated. A model
for CBET between linearly polarized speckled beams is presented that uses ray tracing to solve for
the real speckle pattern of the unperturbed laser beams within the eikonal approximation that gives
excellent agreement with wave-based calculations, which suggest that the impact of beam speckle on
laser absorption calculations in inertial confinement fusion implosions is small (<1%).
• M. J. Rosenberg, A. A. Solodov, J. F. Myatt, W. Seka, R. W. Short, R. Epstein, S. P. Regan, and E. M.
Campbell (LLE); P. Michel, M. Hohenberger, T. Chapman, C. Goyon, J. E. Ralph, M. A. Barrios, and
J. D. Moody (LLNL); and J. W. Bates (NRL) report that planar laser–plasma interaction (LPI) experiments at the National Ignition Facility (NIF) have for the ﬁrst time allowed access to the regimes of
electron density scale length (500 to 700 nm), electron temperature (3 to 5 keV), and laser intensity
(6 to 16 # 1014 W/cm2) that are relevant to direct-drive inertial conﬁnement fusion ignition (p. 140).
Scattered-light data on the NIF show that the near-quarter-critical LPI physics is dominated by stimulated Raman scattering rather than by two-plasmon decay. These results have signiﬁcant implications
for the mitigation of LPI hot-electron preheat in direct-drive–ignition designs.

iii

• W. Grimble, F. J. Marshall, and E. Lambrides demonstrate an effective method for determining the
offsets of the cryogenic implosion cores generated in OMEGA’s inertial confinement fusion experiments (p. 146). The method utilizes images taken by the gated microscopic x-ray imaging diagnostic
module. The cryogenic shot images are cross correlated onto images of their respective pulse-shape
setup shot images. A true offset is then determined to be the average of the offsets calculated in the
images, with the difference between those offsets being taken as the error. Initial offset results using
this method indicate that the determined core offsets follow the core offsets at t 0 with some scatter.
• D. T. Michel, I. V. Igumenshchev, A. K. Davis, D. H. Edgell, D. H. Froula, D. W. Jacobs-Perkins, V. N.
Goncharov, S. P. Regan, A. Shvydky, and E. M. Campbell investigate tomographic x-ray images of
targets imploded in the direct-drive conﬁguration on the 60-beam OMEGA laser to measure their
3-D drive asymmetry in target modes  = 1, 2, and 3 at a convergence ratio of +3 (p. 152). Laser configurations were varied linearly with the corresponding modes. This made it possible to use the linear
evolutions to determine the residual target mode amplitudes that remain when the laser beam energies
are balanced and the laser mode amplitude compensations are obtained. The analysis provides a means
to determine the residual target modes and the laser modes that compensate them that agree with 3-D
simulations, which predicts significant enhancements in fusion performance.
• M. D. Wittman, M. J. Bonino, D. H. Edgell, C. Fella, and D. R. Harding discuss thermal contractions
anomalies seen in glow-discharge polymer (GDP) capsules with a layer of an equimolar mixture of
deuterium and tritium (DT) on their interior, compared to GDP with only deuterium and polystyrene
capsules permeated with only DT (p. 159). Thermal contraction of the GDP-mixture capsules from
cooling do not exhibit expected contraction and retain their room-temperature diameter after cooling.
It is speculated that the highly cross-linked GDP shell is under compressive stress after fabrication
and experiences bond breakage when exposed to high-density DT during permeation and some of
this compressive stress is relieved during bond cleavage, causing the capsule’s wall to swell, which
counteracts contraction during cooling.

Richard W. Kidder
Editor
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Introduction
The controlled coupling of a laser to a plasma has the potential
to address grand scientific challenges including reaching the
Schwinger limit,1 developing compact free-electron lasers,2
extending colliders to TeV energies,3–5 and generating novel
light sources.6 Currently, many such applications have limited flexibility and poor control over the laser focal volume.
In conventional near-diffraction–limited systems, both the
minimum focal-spot size (w0 - f #m) and longitudinal focusing
range (ZR - f #2m) are linked by the ratio of the focal length to
twice the beam radius (f # = f/2R). As a result, these systems
require large laser spots to extend their focusing range or
waveguides7–11 to maintain small spots over long distances.
At low energies, manipulation of the spatial phase overcame
this limitation,12,13 but a long focal range introduced in this
way does not possess dynamic properties. Pulse-front tilt was
recently used to introduce a time-dependent rotation of the
local wavefront in a scheme called “attosecond lighthouse,”14
but it lacked the long longitudinal focusing range.
“Flying focus” is an advanced focusing scheme, where a
chromatic focusing system combined with chirped laser pulses
enables a small-diameter laser focus to propagate nearly 100 #

its Rayleigh length while decoupling the speed at which the
peak intensity propagates from its group velocity. This unprecedented spatiotemporal control over the laser’s focal volume
allows the laser focus to co- or counter-propagate along its axis
at any velocity. Experiments validating the concept measured
subluminal (–0.09c) to superluminal (39c) focal-spot velocities,
generating a nearly constant peak intensity over 4.5 mm. The
flying focus allows simple, compact systems to exert novel control over laser–plasma interactions and presents opportunities
to overcome current fundamental limitations in laser-plasma
amplifiers,15–18 laser-wakefield accelerators,19–22 photon accelerators,23 and high-order frequency conversion.24,25
Figure 151.1 shows a schematic of the configuration that
generates a flying focus. A diffractive lens with a radially varying groove density G = r _m 0 f0i is used to produce a chromatic
focus, where f 0 is the focal length of the system at the central
wavelength m0 and r is the distance from the optical axis. With
this lens, the longest wavelength (m r) focuses a length L f 0(Dm /m0) before the shortest wavelength (mb = m r – Dm). By
introducing a laser pulse with a temporally varying wavelength,
the focus will move at a velocity given by v(z) = dz/dt, where dz
is the distance between two focused colors spectrally separated

Negative chirp
(blue to red) Diffractive lens
Dm = –9.2 nm GR = 60 lines/mm
f0 = 511 mm

m0
mr

Pulse length

Longitudinal focal shift
(L = 4.5 mm)

mb
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Figure 151.1
A schematic of the chromatic focusing system coupled to a spectrally chirped laser pulse. Measurements of the temporal evolution of the intensity at various
longitudinal locations along the focus are shown. A negatively chirped pulse is shown where the colors change in time from blue to red.
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dm - 1 dz - 1
v _zi c = =1 + b l d n cG
dx
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,
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where dz dm - - f0 m 0 is the longitudinal dispersion provided
by the diffractive lens and x = t – z/c. For a desired longitudinal
focal-spot trajectory z(t), a laser chirp can be designed:
m_xi m 0 = 91- z _xi f0C
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by dm; dt = dx + dz/c is the time it takes for the two colors to
reach their respective foci; d x is the time between the two
colors (dm) within the chirped laser pulse, and c is the speed of
light. By changing the chirp of the laser beam, the time to reach
focus for successive colors is varied to provide control of the
focal velocity. In general, the velocity of the focus is given by
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For a trajectory with a constant velocity z(t) = v 0 t, a linear
chirp is required: m _xi = `v 0m 0 f0j x + m r,b , where v0 = L/T,
mr,b is the initial wavelength, T is the chirped-pulse duration,
and |x| < T/2.
Figure 151.2 shows the velocity of the flying focus [Eq. (1)]
for a linearly chirped laser beam (dm/dx = Dm/T). When the
wavelengths are arranged in time where the longest wavelength comes first (positive chirp), the focal spot propagates
in the forward direction (i.e., away from the diffractive lens)
at subliminal velocities. For a negatively chirped laser beam
(i.e., when the shortest wavelength comes first), any focal-spot
velocity is available. When the pulse duration of the laser is
equal to the transit time of the light to propagate across the
focal region (T = L/c), all of the colors focus simultaneously,
generating a long line focus; from Eq. (1) this corresponds to
an “infinite” focal velocity.
This article presents experiments that demonstrate the flying
focus by measuring the temporal evolution of the focal-spot
intensity at various longitudinal locations. From these measurements, the velocity of the focal spot was determined and compared with the theory. The following sections (1) describe the
experimental setup where LLE’s Multi-Terawatt (MTW) laser26
was used to demonstrate the flying-focus concept; (2) present
the main results where the laser pulse duration was varied to
demonstrate unprecedented control of the focal volume; and
(3) discuss the potential applications for the flying focus. In
particular, we explore using the flying focus to accelerate an
ionization wave at the group velocity of accelerating photons,
116
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Figure 151.2
The measured (points, bottom axis) and calculated (curves, top axis) [Eq. (1):
v/c = (1!cT/L) –1] focal-spot velocity plotted as a function of the pulse duration of the laser. The red (blue) symbols represent a positively (negatively)
chirped laser pulse. For all but two of the data points, the error in the velocity measurements is smaller than the symbols (<2.5%). For the data point
with a pulse duration of 14 ps (very close to the L/c), the error in the velocity
measurement is large since the focal velocity is nearly 50 # the speed of light.

which shows a potential path to generating a deep ultraviolet
laser. In the final section, the concept and its potential impact
are summarized.
Experimental Setup
MTW is a Nd:glass optical parametric chirped-pulse–
amplification (OPCPA) laser with a central wavelength of
m0 = 1054 nm. The bandwidth (Dm = 9.2-nm full width at 0.1#
maximum) was stretched to produce a 2.6-ns linear chirp,
and a set of compressor gratings subsequently compressed the
pulse to the desired chirped-pulse duration. Undercompression
relative to the transform-limited pulse duration resulted in a
positive linear chirp [m(x) = (Dm/T) x + mr] and overcompression resulted in a negative linear chirp [m(x) = –(Dm/T) x + mb].
A diffractive lens with a focal length of f 0 = 511 mm (at m0)
generated an +15-nm-diam focus with a longitudinal separation
of L - 4.5 mm between the extreme wavelengths. This focal
region was nearly 100 # the Rayleigh length (ZR = 0.05 mm)
of the f/7 system.
The velocity of the focus over the longitudinal separation
was determined by measuring the radial intensity profile along
LLE Review, Volume 151
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the laser beam’s axis as a function of time. The experiments
used a parallel-path configuration (Fig. 151.3), where the collimated laser beam (R = 3.5 cm) was split into two identical
beams to form signal and reference paths that were then imaged
onto a P510 Rochester optical streak system (ROSS) camera.
Inside one of the parallel paths, the signal path was focused
by the diffractive lens (f 0 = 550 mm) and the reference path
was focused by an achromatic lens with an f1 = 400-mm focal
length. Both legs used achromatic lenses (fr,s = 400 mm) to
collimate the light that was then recombined with a slight
angle to separate the images at the detector plane. The beams
were focused to the detector with a final achromatic lens (f 2 =
400 mm) that produced an image of the reference and signal
focal regions. Modeling indicated that the optical system was

L = 4.5 mm

Dm = !9.2 nm

Dz

mr mg mb

T

P510 ROSS
streak camera
E26381JR

Figure 151.3
A schematic of the experimental setup. ROSS: Rochester optical streak system.

+3# diffraction limited (+15 n m) over the wavelength range of

interest. The spatial resolution at the detector plane of the ROSS
camera was +50-nm full width at half maximum (FWHM).
The reported pulse duration (T) was determined using the
reference pulse measured on the ROSS camera. The impulse
response of the streak camera was measured to be 7-ps FWHM.
The diameter of the signal pulse as a function of longitudinal
position (z) along the longitudinal focal length was determined
by moving the collection lens ( fs) over successive positions
spanning slightly beyond the range of extreme focal positions.
At each z position, several images were recorded by the streak
camera and averaged to increase the signal-to-noise ratio. The
reference pulse was used to remove jitter between images. Each
composite image generated a measurement of the time between
the reference pulse and the signal pulse (x).
Figure 151.4 shows the results for a negatively chirped laser
pulse with a duration of T = 36.4!1 ps. The images indicate that
the focal spot counter-propagated at a velocity of –0.77c!2%.
When measuring the focal spot at a position closest to the diffractive lens (z = –1.5 mm), the diameter of the flying focus
was measured to evolve in time from a large spot size to a
best-focus spot size over the pulse duration (i.e., the laser spot
does not come to focus until the end of the laser pulse). This
is in contrast with the measurements that image a position
3.0 mm farther from the diffractive lens (z = 1.5 mm). In this
case, the focal-spot size was measured to start at its best focus
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z = 1.5 mm

Space
(arbitrary units)
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(d)
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Figure 151.4
Three streak camera images recorded for a pulse duration of T = 36.4 ps, where the image plane was focused at
(a) z = –1.5 mm, (b) z = 0 mm, and (c) z = 1.5 mm. Plotted
over the image is the corresponding full width at 0.2 # the
peak-power spot size as a function of time. (d) The solid
curve is a best fit to the data used to determine the time of
minimum spot size (x). The measured times (points) are
shown for this data set. The best-fit line indicates a focalspot velocity of v/c = –0.77!0.015.
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and expand to a maximum diameter over the duration of the
laser pulse (i.e., the laser spot starts at focus and expands until
the end of the laser pulse).

The error in the measurements shown in Fig. 151.2 is given by
dv/v = vd m, where d m is the uncertainty in each fit.
Results
Figure 151.5 shows measurements of the flying focus generated by both a negatively and a positively chirped laser pulse.
The initial frame of the negatively chirped pulse shows the laser
beam entering the focal region, but before it has reached focus.

The velocity of the focus {v = D z/Dt = c [1 + (Dx/D z) c]–1}
was determined by measuring the time of minimum foci (x)
at each image plane (z). The slope of a best-fit line to the measured data [Fig. 151.4(b)] was used to determine m = cDx/D z.
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Figure 151.5
The evolution of the flying focus intensity measured for a negative (left) and positive (right) chirped pulse, each with a duration of T + 60 ps. In each case,
the laser is shown propagating into the measurement window (top left) at 0 ps. In the positively chirped case, the laser comes into focus at the left edge of the
window (z + –2.5 mm), in contrast to the negatively chirped case, where the pulse is far from focus. At t = 25 ps (top middle), the negatively chirped case shows
that the laser has reached focus at the back of the window (z + +2 mm). Over the next few frames, the focus propagates + –2 mm in +20 ps, corresponding to
–0.3c, while over the same time, the positively chirped pulse moves forward slowly at + +0.2c.
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The measured velocity of the focus as a function of the
pulse duration of the laser compares well with the calculations using Eq. (1) (Fig. 151.2). The results show that when
the laser pulse was negatively chirped with a duration of T =
34.4 ps, the focal spot counter-propagated at a velocity of v =
–0.87c!2%. Reducing the pulse duration (T = 18.6 ps) resulted
in a counter-propagating superluminal focus (v = –7.6c!20%).
Extending the pulse duration to T = 232 ps slowed the focal spot
propagating at v/c - –0.09!1%. When the pulse duration was
just less than the transit time of the light to propagate across the
focal region, the focus was measured to propagate at nearly 50 #
the speed of light. A positive chirp provides access to a range
of forward-propagating subluminal velocities. The focal-spot
velocity for a positively chirped laser pulse with a duration of
T = 65 ps was measured to propagate at v = 0.20c!1%.
Figure 151.6 shows snapshots of the longitudinal intensity
profiles calculated for three different negative chirp cases.
They illustrate propagating backward at the speed of light
[Fig. 151.6(a)], propagating instantaneously across the focal
volume [Fig. 151.6(b)], and propagating forward faster than
the speed of light [Fig. 151.6(c)]. They were calculated by
2
assuming Gaussian optics, I _z,ti I 0 = 8w0 w _z,tiB , where
w 0 - 1 _2G Ri is the diffraction-limited spot size and
w _z,ti - w0 1 +

f 02
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Figure 151.6
The instantaneous longitudinal intensity is plotted for a focus (a) counterpropagating at the speed of light (T = 2L/c = 29.8 ps, Dm = –9.2 nm),
(b) propagating at an “infinite” velocity (T = L/c = 14.9 ps, Dm = –9.2 nm)
and (c) co-propagating at 5 # the speed of light (T = 0.8 L/c = 11.9 ps, Dm =
–9.2 nm). Snapshots of the intensity profiles at early time (dotted–dashed
curves), middle time (dashed curves), and late time (solid curves).

where GR is the groove density at the radius of the laser beam
(R). This is a reasonable approach to calculating the intensity
profile provided that the pulse duration is much larger than the
radial pulse front delay (T > T RPFD = 5 ps).

2

(3)

is the radius of the flying focus spot. The Rayleigh length for
a diffractive lens is given by
Z R - f 02m 0 4R 2 - 1 4G 2Rm = 52 nm,
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(a)
1.0

Normalized intensity

Over the next 20 ps, the laser reaches a focus at the far end of
the system (z + 2 mm). This is in contrast with the positively
chirped pulse, where the laser comes into focus initially at the
front of the measurement window (z + –2 mm). Comparing
the middle row for each data set shows that the focal spots are
propagating in opposite directions. For the negatively chirped
pulse, the peak intensity moved back toward the lens by D z +
2 mm over the +20 ps corresponding to a velocity of –0.3c,
while for the positively chirped pulse, the peak intensity moved
forward by about the same distance in a comparable time
corresponding to a velocity of about +0.2c. Figure 151.5 was
constructed from temporal measurements of 30 longitudinal
locations ranging from z = –3.75 mm to z = +3.75 mm. The measured images were sliced into temporal bins and recombined
given their focal location and measured time (t).

The intensity of the flying focus across the longitudinal focal
2
region is given by the spectral power, I _z,ti = P ^mh r 8w _z,tiB ,
which shows that the longitudinal intensity can be controlled by
spectrally shaping the laser pulse. In the experiment, 1.6 nm of
bandwidth was removed from the middle of a positively chirped
spectrum, which demonstrated that the laser did not focus over
the central region of the longitudinal focus. The measured laser
119
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D~ _ t i

focus propagated subluminally (v/c = 0.16!1%) over the first
+2 mm and then did not focus again for +26 ps, at which time
the focus reappeared at z + 2.8 mm and propagated to the end
of the longitudinal focal region.

~l0

~ _t i- ~l0
~l0

=

1+ f

~ p 2 z _t i
~l0

p

ZR

- 1,

(5)

where z(t) is the trajectory of the ionization wave (i.e., the trajectory of the flying focus) and ZR is an approximate width of the
ionization wave that was assumed to be equal to the Rayleigh
length of the flying focus.

Applications
For more-exotic applications, the velocity of the focus can
be varied by using a nonlinear chirp and/or a nonlinear chromatic optical system. From Eq. (1), it is evident that the focal
velocity could be made to accelerate, decelerate, or oscillate
across the longitudinal focal region depending on the design of
the nonlinear chirp. An example that demonstrates the impact
of the flying focus is a photon accelerator. A photon accelerator frequency upshifts light using rapidly changing density
`dn e dtj generated by, for example, an ionization wave. Prior
photon accelerator concepts have been limited by phase slippage, where the upshifting laser beam accelerates out of the
density gradient.23 A flying focus using a nonlinear chirp could
mitigate this by making the velocity of the ionization wave follow the group velocity of the upshifting beam:
dz
= v g_t i = c 1- ~ 2p ~ _t i2 ,
dt

=

Figure 151.7(a) shows the results from Eq. (5) where photons
with an initial group velocity of vg = 0.7c were accelerated to
vg = 0.99c over 4.5 mm (from ml0 = 1054 nm to m l - 160 nm
at ne = 5 # 1020 cm–3). In a standard photon accelerator design
where the ionization wave propagates at a constant velocity
given by the initial group velocity of the seed photons, the
accelerated photons would be limited to vg = 0.9c (+550 nm).
In this case, the accelerated photons overtake the ionization
wave within the first 0.3 mm. The maximum photon energy
in a photon accelerator driven by a flying focus is limited by
the accelerator length, which is given by the total bandwidth
in the laser [L = f 0(Dm/m)].

(4)

Figure 151.7(b) shows the corresponding nonlinear chirp
that is required to follow the accelerating trajectory. There are
two solutions that both require a negative chirp. The solutions
depend on whether the pulse duration of the flying focus is
greater than or less than the time it takes for light to transverse
the accelerator (T = L/vg - 15 ps). When the pulse duration is

where ~ 2p = n e e 2 m e e 0 and n e is the maximum electron
plasma density. In this case, the photons will be frequency
upshifted27 from an initial frequency ~l0 :
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(a) The velocity of the accelerating photons (left axis, dashed curve) and their wavelength (right axis, solid curve) are plotted as functions of accelerator length
for a system where the ionization wave is produced by an accelerating flying focus. The electron density was assumed to rise from vacuum to ne = 5 # 1020 cm–3
over the Rayleigh length of the flying focus (Z R = 0.05 mm). (b) The nonlinear chirp is required for the flying focus to accelerate in phase with the frequencyshifted photons toward the diffractive lens (bottom axis) and away from the diffractive lens (top axis).
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longer than the L/vg, the flying focus will counter-propagate
with respect to the flying focus beam; when the pulse duration
is shorter than L/vg, the flying focus will co-propagate. This
nonlinear chirp accounts for the initial rapidly changing group
velocity of the accelerating photons [Fig. 151.7(a)]. Extending
the bandwidth to a typical value available in current ultrashort
pulse lasers (Dm/m0 - 200 nm/1000 nm) lengthens the accelerator to nearly L - 10 cm, and the accelerated photons reach a
final wavelength of 100 nm, assuming the same conditions for
the ionization wave as above. The maximum wavelength shift
could be significantly increased by using a density ramp to
maintain a constant ~ p ~l_t i as the photons are accelerated.
Summary
The flying focus provides an avenue for novel control over
laser–plasma interactions, removes the need for long-focallength systems or guiding structures to maintain high intensities over long distances, and decouples the velocity of the
focal spot from the group velocity of the light. In addition to
photon accelerators, the spatiotemporal control of laser intensity achieved by the flying focus has the potential to change
the way plasma devices are optimized and could be applied in
many areas of physics. In a laser wakefield accelerator,28,29
the flying focus could eliminate dephasing by generating a
focal spot that moves at a velocity that matches the accelerating electrons. This separation of the accelerator length from
the plasma density will provide larger accelerating fields for
a given accelerator length and could expand the options for
optimizing laser-plasma accelerators. Furthermore, applying
the flying focus to a laser-plasma amplifier will allow the
ionizing pump laser intensity to propagate at v = –c in order
to generate a counter-propagating ionization wave just ahead
of the amplifying seed pulse. This will enable one to control
the plasma conditions observed by the seed and could be the
enabling technology for an efficient laser-plasma amplifier (see
the next article, Raman Amplification with a Flying Focus).
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Plasma-based laser amplifiers utilizing either stimulated
Raman scattering2 (SRS) or strongly coupled stimulated Brillouin scattering3–8 have long been of interest. Lacking a damage threshold, compact plasma-based systems could produce
unfocused intensities I . 1017 W/cm2—more than six orders
of magnitude larger than conventional systems. Typically, a
moderate-intensity pump pulse with a duration of at least 2L/c
propagates across a plasma of length L. When the pump’s leading edge reaches the end of the plasma, an initially weak seed
pulse is injected in a counter-propagating geometry. Tuned to
satisfy the Manley–Rowe frequency- and wave-number–matching conditions, the beat wave between the two beams drives a
plasma wave that mediates energy transfer from the pump to the
seed (c.f., Fig. 151.8). While early work9–12 on Raman-based
plasma amplifiers appeared promising, progress has slowed
and numerous attempts have been made recently to elucidate
the shortcomings of experiments. A consensus is emerging
that thermal effects13–20 and the amplification of precursors
growing from noise ahead of the seed pulse13,21–25 —issues
that are both related to the pump’s traversal of ionized plasma
prior to meeting the seed—may be among the most pervasive
issues that degrade performance.
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Introduction
Continuing to push the boundary of laser intensity using existing technology is increasingly challenged by the need for large,
efficient, and damage-resistant gratings. Here, we propose a
new laser amplifier scheme utilizing stimulated Raman scattering in plasma in conjunction with a “flying focus”—a chromatic
focusing system combined with a chirped pump beam that
provides spatiotemporal control over the pump’s focal spot.1
Localized high intensity is made to propagate at v = –c just
ahead of the injected counter-propagating seed pulse. By setting the intensity in the interaction region to be just above the
ionization threshold, an ionization wave is produced that travels
at a fixed distance ahead of the seed. Simulations show that this
will make it possible to optimize the plasma temperature and
mitigate many of the issues that are known to have impacted
previous Raman amplification experiments, in particular the
growth of precursors.

Amplified
seed

Plasma
L
Plasma wave

Weak
seed

Depleted pump
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Figure 151.8
A moderate-intensity pump pulse with a duration of at least 2L/c propagates
across a plasma of length L. When the pump’s leading edge reaches the end of
the plasma, an initially weak seed pulse is injected in a counter-propagating
geometry. Tuned to satisfy the Manley–Rowe frequency- and wave-number–
matching conditions, the beat wave between the two beams drives a plasma
wave that mediates energy transfer from the pump to the seed.

An alternate scheme has been proposed to mitigate precursor growth in which the seed ionizes the plasma coincident
with its amplification by the pump.26 However, this introduces
additional constraints: the pump intensity must be below the
threshold for ionization, limiting the Raman growth rate;
conversely, the initial seed intensity must be high enough to
photoionize the plasma, limiting the degree to which it can be
further amplified; and the ionization itself damps the growing
seed pulse. To our knowledge, this scheme has yet to be tested
because of the added complexity.
A Raman amplifier with a flying focus retains the advantages of seed ionization while eliminating its downsides. A
chirped pump is focused by a diffractive lens that introduces
chromatic aberration in order to produce a longitudinally
distributed focal spot. The temporal dispersion provided by
the chirp, combined with the spatial dispersion provided by
the lens, provides spatiotemporal control over the propagation
of intensity isosurfaces. In the example shown in Fig. 151.9,
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Figure 151.9
A negatively linearly chirped pump combined with a chromatic focusing
system causes the high-intensity focus to propagate backward at v . –c when
the pump duration is 2L/c, where L is the distance between the foci of the
pump’s bandwidth extrema.

the pump has a negative linear chirp and a pulse duration that
is equal to T = 2L/c, where L is both the length of the focal
region spanned by its bandwidth and the length of the amplifier interaction region. In this case, the desired pump intensity
first appears where the pump exits the interaction region and
subsequently propagates backward at v . –c at a constant
value over a length that can be many times the Rayleigh length.
More details regarding the flying focus optical system, along
with additional applications, are contained in the companion
article Flying Focus: Spatiotemporal Control of the Laser
Focus, p. 115.1
To demonstrate the benefits of this concept, the coupled
three-wave equations describing SRS in plasma were solved
numerically (see, e.g., Refs. 13 and 26 and references therein).
Such models have previously been benchmarked against
particle-in-cell simulations and found to be in good agreement
when plasma-wave amplitudes were kept below the wavebreaking limit and kinetic effects could be ignored [at low
k 3mDe # 0.3, where k 3 is the electron plasma wave’s (EPW’s)
wave number and mDe is the Debye length].27 The three-wave
model is supplemented with a field ionization model to simulate
the plasma ionization by the pump.26 The model is described
in much greater detail in Methods, p. 125.
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For all of the simulations, the initial density of hydrogen
atoms was 6 # 1018 cm–3 and the interaction length was 4 mm,
defining a pump duration of 26.7 ps. The pump wavelength was
m = 1 n m and the seed was upshifted by the EPW frequency.
For the flying focus Raman amplification (FFRA) base case,
the pump focusing system was f/5 with the focus of each color
located past the interaction region. To simulate focusing in this
1-D model, the pump enters from the left edge and its intensity increases as it propagates to the right in a manner that is
consistent with the f number of the system. The blue leading
edge of the pump converges to a spot diameter of 400 nm at
the exit of the interaction region, where the intensity was set
to be I1 = 1.4 # 1014 W/cm2.
In the simulations, the plasma mediating the energy transfer
was formed by the pump beam ionizing the hydrogen gas within
the interaction region. The ionization threshold of hydrogen is
very close to the optimal pump intensity in systems designed
for m . 1-nm lasers. Since the pump first reaches this intensity
at the right edge of the amplifier in the case of FFRA, plasma
is initialized there and an ionization wave subsequently propagates backward with the intensity isosurface. The setup can
therefore be tuned so that the plasma is formed just before the
seed arrival at every point along the interaction region.
The peak of a 500-fs-duration (full width at half maximum)
seed pulse with an initial intensity I = 1 # 1011 W/cm2 was
injected at the right edge just after the arrival of the pump’s
leading edge (t = 14 ps). Figure 151.10(a) shows three snapshots
of the interaction as the injected seed travels from right to
left across the interaction region for the FFRA case. The first
frame shows that the gas is ionized only _n e n c > 0i close to
the right edge, where the pump first reaches high intensity.
The seed duration stretches as it grows in the linear regime.
From the first to the second frame, it is clear that the ionization wave is propagating at an approximately fixed distance
ahead of the seed. The nonlinear pump-depletion regime has
been reached, with seed pulse compression and the formation
of a secondary peak. This efficient amplification continues in
the final frame. These results demonstrate the ideal behavior
that is expected when the seed enters unperturbed plasma and
competing instabilities are avoided.
Contrast Fig. 151.10(a) with the behavior observed in
Fig. 151.10(b), which shows the results from a Raman amplifier without the flying focus. In this case, the intensity was set
to I = 1.4 # 1014 W/cm2 at the left edge of the amplifier and
was assumed to be collimated as it propagated from left to
right (consequently, the pump intensity seen by the seed pulse
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Figure 151.10
Results of three-wave model simulations. (a) With the flying focus, the pump first reaches high intensity at the right edge, where ionization is initialized. Constant
intensity moves at v = –c as different colors converge to different locations, so the ionization wave propagates at a nearly fixed distance ahead of the injected
seed pulse. Ideal plasma amplifier behavior is observed. (b) When the pump is collimated within the interaction region and above threshold for ionization,
the seed encounters higher temperatures along nearly its entire path, which reduces growth via increased Landau damping. (c) With a collimated beam as in
Case 2 but holding Te fixed to be similar to Case 1, spontaneous stimulated Raman scattering (SRS) grows during the long time in which the pump propagates
across the ionized plasma. Premature pump depletion degrades the resulting seed amplification. Flying focus Raman amplification (FFRA) Case 1 with noise
initialized at the same level did not produce such precursors. EPW: electron plasma wave.

is nearly the same in both cases). The first frame shows that
upon reaching the right edge, the plasma is ionized everywhere
throughout the interaction region. While growth in the first
frame is comparable, it slows rapidly compared to FFRA.
Pump depletion and pulse compression fail to occur in this case.
The difference can be understood by looking at the electron
temperature encountered by the peak of the seed pulse versus
time [Fig. 151.11(a)]. In FFRA “Case 1,” after a brief initial
growth period, Te levels off at .45 eV because of the nearly
constant duration of plasma heating by the pump prior to the
seed’s arrival at each point along its path. With standard focusing (or a preformed plasma), the seed encountered plasma that
was heated for a progressively longer duration as it propagated,
producing a strong gradient in Te (Case 2). This model captures
the fact that excessive heating can lead to debilitating levels of
collisionless Landau damping, which acts to suppress the seed
growth.13,15 Figure 151.11(b) shows the sum of collisional and
collisionless damping as a function of temperature. The former
124

dominates at low temperatures and the latter at high temperatures; FFRA Case 1 is close to the temperature at which EPW
damping is minimized.
Note that there could be additional impacts of elevated
temperature that are not captured by this model. The thermal gradient seen by the seed pulse can lead to resonance
detuning resulting from the Bohm–Gross frequency shift.14
Detuning can also result from the kinetic nonlinear frequency
shift that accompanies particle trapping.16,19,25 Perhaps most
importantly, the wave-breaking threshold is reduced in warm
plasma,17–19,28 which limits the plasma-wave amplitudes and
thereby the energy transfer from pump to seed. This model,
therefore, likely underestimates the adverse effects of high temperature and lack of temperature control with a conventional
focusing and ionization scheme.
Given the uncertainties, a temperature of .45 eV may not
be optimal. A nice feature of the FFRA scheme, however,
LLE Review, Volume 151
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Figure 151.11
(a) In Case 1, the temperature encountered by the seed was nearly constant
everywhere because of the ionization wave propagating ahead of the seed. In
Case 2, the seed encountered progressively higher temperatures because each
slice of plasma was heated for a longer duration. Case 3 used the flying focus
(like Case 1) but delayed the seed injection by 3 ps, which shows that Te is
tunable. Case 4 used a collimated pump (like Case 2), but Te was artificially
fixed to be similar to Case 1; this case illustrates the negative effect of precursor growth. (b) The electron plasma wave damping is minimized around Te .
40 eV, so the FFRA scheme can be tuned to operate close to this temperature.

is that the temperature can be easily tuned by adjusting the
delay between the ionization wave and the injected seed pulse.
Many parameters can influence this delay. Holding all else
constant but injecting the seed 3 ps later, its peak encounters an
electron temperature that is uniformly higher by +20 eV [c.f.,
Fig. 151.11(a), Case 3]. Because of the higher temperature, it
takes longer to reach pump depletion and the secondary peaks
are suppressed. Both the interaction pump intensity relative to
the ionization threshold of the gas and the pump’s f number are
additional parameters for tuning the delay between ionization
and seed injection.
To investigate nonthermal differences between FFRA and
standard Raman amplifiers, a Case 4 was run, repeating Case 2
but with a fixed electron temperature (Te = 45 eV). Although the
seed encountered a similar electron temperature everywhere in
Cases 1 and 4, the pump spent a longer time in ionized plasma
prior to seed injection in Case 4 compared to FFRA Case 1.
The debilitating effect of spontaneous SRS growing ahead of
the seed is observed in Fig. 151.10(c). Although seed growth
over the first half of the plasma proceeds in a similar fashion as
Case 1, subsequent growth is suppressed because of premature
pump depletion and interference with pre-existing EPW’s.
Although noise was included in the same manner in FFRA
Case 1, no spontaneous SRS growth was observed because of
the limited distance over which it could grow ahead of the seed.
LLE Review, Volume 151

As with temperature, this model likely underestimates the
negative impacts of spontaneous SRS. While the zeroth-order
effect is competition for pump energy,13 there is some evidence
that saturation of even low-level precursors can corrupt plasma
conditions (e.g., with driven ion-acoustic waves or modified electron distribution functions) over relatively long time
scales.23,24 In these situations, the seed does not encounter
quiescent plasma and its growth is compromised. The controlled introduction of frequency detuning has been proposed
to mitigate precursors without precluding the desired seed
amplification (resulting from the larger resonance bandwidth of
the latter in the nonlinear pump-depletion regime).21,22 Despite
evidence that modern experiments have been adversely affected
by too much frequency detuning,18 spontaneous SRS continues
to be an issue and was recently observed to dominate the overall
backscatter as the Raman growth rate was increased.25
The use of a chirped pump beam—a feature of many previous experiments10–12,15,23,24 is necessary for the flying focus
but does introduce some frequency detuning for fixed plasma
conditions that could degrade performance.18 It could be compensated for, however, by introducing a density gradient along
the seed path in order to exactly satisfy the frequency-matching
condition everywhere. While perfect resonance may result in
undue levels of spontaneous SRS in a typical plasma amplifier,21,22 it would not degrade FFRA because of the alternative
means by which FFRA suppresses precursor growth.
Methods
The basic three-wave equations are
_2 t - v 12 x + o 1i a 1 = Ka 2 a 3,
_2 t - v 22 x + o 2i a 2 = Ka 2 a 3,
)

(1)

_2 t - v 32 x + o 3 + id~i a 3 = Ka 1 a 2 + S 3,
)

where the subscripts 1, 2, and 3 refer to the pump, the seed,
and the EPW, respectively; vi’s are group velocities; oi’s are
damping rates; K = ~ ^n e n ch1/4 2 is the wave-coupling
parameter, where ne is the electron density and nc is the critical
density; a 1,2 = 0.855 # 10 3 m 1,2 ]nmg I 1,2 ]W/cm 2g are normalized laser vector potentials, and a 3 = e E 3 m e c ~~ pe
is the normalized envelope of the EPW, with pump frequency ~ and EPW frequency ~ pe . Advection of the
plasma wave can be neglected (v3 . 0), and here detuning
was also neglected (d ~ = 0) since it has been explored
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extensively elsewhere.13,14,18,21,22 The pump and seed are
2 ~ 2h with o = 2.9 #
damped collisionally, o 1,2 = o ei ^~ pe
ei
–6
–3
–3/2
10 Zne (cm ) KTe (eV) ; o3 = oei + o L includes both
collisional absorption and collisionless (Landau) damping,
with o L . r 2 8~ 4pe _k 3 v ei3B exp 8- ~ 2pe 2 _k 3 v ei2B . S 3 is
a noise term that is included to investigate spontaneous SRS
growing from undriven plasma fluctuations. Following Ref. 13,
S3 = c1o3Te is assumed to be proportional to the EPW damping
rate and electron temperature, but a multiplier c1 was added to
test the sensitivity to the initial noise level. Experiments often
find that plasma fluctuations are elevated over the expected
thermal levels.
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Full-Wave and Ray-Based Modeling of Cross-Beam Energy
Transfer Between Laser Beams with Distributed Phase Plates
and Polarization Smoothing
Introduction
In direct-drive inertial confinement fusion (ICF), a millimeterscale spherical capsule is uniformly illuminated by symmetrically oriented laser beams.1,2 The capsules have an outer ablator
layer and an inner fuel layer. The lasers ablate the outer layer
of the capsule, which generates pressure to implode the fuel.
The ICF program relies on radiation–hydrodynamics codes for
designing capsules and tuning laser conditions to optimize the
hydrodynamic efficiency of implosions.3 An essential component of these codes is a model for coupling laser energy to the
capsule ablator.4,5
Laser energy is coupled to the ICF capsule primarily through
electron–ion collisional absorption of the laser beams propagating through a coronal plasma that forms around the irradiated
capsule.6 Because the wavelength and period of the lasers are
typically much smaller than the hydrodynamic spatial and temporal scales, respectively, the eikonal approximation can be used
to solve the steady-state electromagnetic-field equations along
ray trajectories using the instantaneous plasma conditions.7
In addition to collisional absorption, nonlinear laser–plasma
interaction (LPI) processes affect laser-energy deposition. The
main nonlinear processes that are thought to be energetically
important in ICF experiments are the three-wave processes:
stimulated Raman scattering (SRS), stimulated Brillouin
scattering (SBS), and two-plasmon decay (TPD).6 Stimulated
Brillouin scattering is the parametric coupling between two
electromagnetic waves and an ion-acoustic wave (IAW). When
the seed and pump electromagnetic waves in the three-wave
SBS process correspond to distinct laser beams, it is referred
to as cross-beam energy transfer (CBET).8,9
Ray-based laser-energy deposition models that have
been adapted to include CBET predict that laser absorption
is reduced by +10% to 20% (Ref. 4) and that laser-energy
deposition uniformity is significantly modified in typical
direct-drive ICF experiments.3,10 Hydrodynamic simulations
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that include CBET show significantly better agreement with
measured scattered-light spectra and implosion trajectories,
but ray-based CBET calculations must still be modified using
ad hoc multipliers and field limiters to give quantitative agreement with experimental observations.11,12 In addition to the
eikonal approximation,7 ray-based CBET models that are
used in radiation–hydrodynamics codes assume steady-state
linear convective gains, pairwise coupling between rays, and
local plane-wave laser beams. Direct-drive ICF experiments
also employ polarization smoothing to improve drive-beam
uniformity by splitting each laser beam into two beams with
orthogonal polarization and a small angular divergence.13,14
This is accounted for in ray-based models by assuming random
relative polarizations of interacting beams and spatially averaged incoherence between the two polarization components of
each beam.15 A more-complete model of CBET is required to
test the validity of these approximations.
This article compares wave- and ray-based CBET calculations in the presence of laser beam speckle and polarization
smoothing using the full-wave LPI code LPSE.16 The wavebased calculations suggest that laser beam speckle and polarization smoothing can lead to significantly more CBET than
is predicted by ray-based calculations. To account for speckle
effects in the ray-based model, a modification is presented
that gives excellent agreement with wave-based calculations.
Full-scale wave-based calculations in hydrodynamic profiles
based on direct-drive experiments on the OMEGA laser suggest that beam speckle has a small (<1%) effect on direct-drive
laser absorption.
This article (1) puts the current work in the context of previous
work on the beam speckle’s effect on CBET; (2) describes the
ray-based CBET model; (3) describes the equations solved by
LPSE; (4) compares the ray- and wave-based CBET models for
a variety of laser and hydrodynamic configurations using both
linearly polarized beams and beams with polarization smoothing;
and (5) summarizes the conclusions.
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Relation to Other Work
The theory of the speckle statistics of laser beams generated
by distributed phase plates was developed using the formalism
of Gaussian random fields.17–20 There has been considerable
theoretical work on the impact of laser speckle on filamentation,21,22 deflection,23,24 SBS,25–27 and CBET in the paraxial
approximation relevant to indirect-drive ICF.28 Most of the
previous studies of laser beam speckle in the ICF context have
focused on ponderomotive self-focusing and filamentation. A
recent study looked at the interaction between ponderomotive
self-focusing and CBET.29 The present study focuses on the
effect of laser speckle on CBET in the absence of filamentation because this is the situation most relevant to direct-drive
ICF experiments, where the single-beam laser intensities are
typically well below the filamentation threshold and multibeam filamentation should not be important.30 The simulations were performed using a full-wave solver that does not
make the paraxial approximation and solves the vector wave
equation in 3-D, which is essential for studying direct-drive
ICF where polarization smoothing is used and beams cross
at arbitrary angles.
Ray-based modeling of laser-energy deposition and CBET
is now routine in radiation–hydrodynamic simulations of ICF
experiments.4,5 Ray-based CBET models typically inject the
beams as plane waves with an intensity equal to the spatially
averaged intensity of the speckled laser beams that are used
in the experiments. A recent study used the ray-based paraxial complex geometric optics (PCGO) approach to calculate
CBET between speckled beams and compared the results to
a paraxial wave-based code.31 The PCGO approach gives a
pseudo-speckle pattern that produces a statistical intensity
distribution similar to a real speckle pattern over a limited
range of speckle intensities. We present a ray-based model for
calculating CBET between speckled beams that gives improved
agreement with wave-based calculations by using ray tracing
to directly solve the electromagnetic-field equations within the
eikonal approximation.7 This produces a real speckle pattern
that, in the absence of CBET, exactly matches the wave-based
calculation in regions of space where the eikonal approximation
is valid and shows excellent agreement with the wave-based
CBET calculations up to gains L5.
We also present a study of CBET between polarizationsmoothed beams. Ray-based models rely on the assumption of
uncorrelated polarization and phase to calculate the interaction
between laser beams that employ polarization smoothing,15
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but the limits of this approximation have not been previously
studied because most previous studies were based on wavebased codes that solve only the scalar wave equation for the
electromagnetic fields.
Ray-Based CBET Modeling
Cross-beam energy transfer is calculated along ray trajectories by numerically integrating the steady-state homogeneous
gain along ray trajectories using the local plasma conditions.32
The differential change in the energy of ray i at the jth location along its path caused by an interaction with ray k at the lth
location along its path is9
dW ij
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where W ij = f 0 `dS ij dS i0j E ij is the ray energy, Eij is
the enveloped electric-field amplitude, f 0 = 1- n e n c is the
permittivity, ne is the electron density, n c = m e~ 20 _4re 2i is
the critical density for light with frequency ~0, me is the electron mass, e is the electron charge, dS i0 dS ij is the ratio of the
initial to current cross-sectional area of ray i (proportional to
the ray intensity),
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m 0 is the laser wavelength in vacuum (in microns), ~ ij is

frequency of the ith ray at the jth location along its path in
the lab frame and kij is the corresponding wave vector, ~ s
is the acoustic frequency, oIAW is the IAW energy-damping
rate, Te (T i) is the electron (ion) temperature in keV, Z is the
ionization state of the ions, and u is the plasma flow velocity.
aij is the local laser absorption length, which for electron–ion
collisional absorption is equal to the group velocity over the
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energy-damping rate a ij = c f 0 n c o ei n e evaluated at the
local plasma conditions.6 The collisional damping rate is
o ei = 2r e 4 Z 2 n iK ei `3 m e T 3e /2j, where Kei is the Coulomb
logarithm.33 Additional corrections related to laser absorption34 and the temporal derivative of the background density
profile35 are included in ray-based models used in radiation–
hydrodynamics codes, but these corrections were not used in
the calculations here.
Equation (1) can be solved in numerous ways that all essentially come down to defining a procedure for breaking rays
up into discrete segments and a procedure for mapping the
energy of nearby rays onto a given section of a ray’s path. The
discretized version of Eq. (1) is
R J
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where sij is the length of the jth section of ray i’s path. Equation (2) is a nonlinear system of equations that can be solved
using fixed-point iteration,36 but written in its current form it
converges slowly because information about upstream changes
along a ray propagate only one path step per iteration. The rate
of convergence can be improved significantly by noting that
j
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where Wi0 is the incident energy of the ith ray. Defining
u ik / W ik W i, k- 1, Eq. (2) can be written as a fixed-point
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which propagates information along complete ray paths on
each iteration and has a negligible increase in computational
cost for a single iteration because the term in brackets can be
stored in terms of the Wkl by taking the cumulative product
along the ray paths after each iteration.
The ray trajectories of geometrical optics are determined by
solving the coupled ordinary differential equations
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dx
= k,
dx
(4)
dk 1
= df _xi,
dx 2 0
where the wave-vector magnitude is normalized to the vacuum
value `k = f 0 j. The solution to Eq. (4) is single valued at
every point in (x, k) phase space, but it does not necessarily
have a single-valued projection onto x space.7 The divisions
between regions of the phase space solution that have a singlevalued projection onto x space occur at caustics, and when the
solution is divided into distinct sections that individually have
single-valued projections onto x space, the regions are referred
to as “sheets.” In ray-based CBET calculations, a ray from each
sheet interacts with every other sheet at a given point in x space.
Accordingly, the sum in Eq. (3) is restricted to rays on distinct
sheets. The time-enveloped electric field is reconstructed from
the eikonal solution by summing over sheets:
E _xi =

/ E j _xi e iz j _xi,

j sheets

where zj is the phase corresponding to the field amplitude
Ej. Additional subtleties are involved with ray-based CBET
calculations at caustics because the electromagnetic-field
amplitude in the eikonal approximation is singular. This topic
will be discussed in a future publication (none of the ray-based
calculations presented in this article included caustics).
The ray-based CBET calculations presented in this article
discretized the ray trajectories on a Cartesian grid. Figure 151.12
shows a representation of the ray indexing scheme for two
interacting beams, where rays 1 and 2 correspond to one beam
and rays 3 and 4 correspond to the other beam. As an example
of the indexing for the interactions, the crossing of rays 2 and
4 in grid cell 3 corresponds to the ray energies Wij " W22 and
42
Wkl " W42 with the interaction coefficient p kl
ij " p 22 . Note that
this example uses the ray energies at the grid cell entrance to
calculate the interaction, but the numerical scheme converges
to the same result if the midpoint or endpoint is used instead.
Discretization onto a grid has the advantage of simplicity when
determining the ray interactions because this step is reduced
to simply looking at the other rays crossing a given grid cell,
which also makes this step straightforward for parallel computation. The disadvantage, relative to interpolation-based
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To approximately include speckle effects in the ray-based
CBET calculation, the local intensity variations were calculated
using the superposition solution for the unperturbed electromagnetic fields and interpolated onto the ray trajectories used
in the plane-wave calculation. The rest of the CBET calculation
is identical to the plane-wave case with the intensity variations
along the ray trajectories appearing as an additional term in
the exponent in Eq. (3).
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Figure 151.12
Indexing scheme for the ray paths and cross-beam energy transfer (CBET)
grid for two interacting laser beams. The ray paths are divided according to
their intersections with grid cell boundaries.

approaches, is that the rays must be dense enough that at least
one ray from each sheet passes through each grid cell in the
region where CBET is occurring for the solution to be valid.
1. Speckle in Ray-Based CBET
The laser beams used in ICF experiments pass through
distributed phase plates (DPP’s) that produce a speckle pattern consisting of many local minima and maxima at the focal
plane.13,19 The boundary condition for the electric field of a
DPP beam injected at z = 0 can be modeled using
E _x, y, z = 0, ti = / E _k, ti e i _k : x + z ki,

(5)

The primary increase in computational cost associated with
the speckle model is that the speckles must be resolved on the
CBET grid, which typically requires several-times-better spatial resolution for convergence than is needed for plane-wave
beams. The transverse correlation length of a speckled beam
is given by the product of the laser wavelength of the f number
and the focusing optic (fm0) (Ref. 38), which is +2 nm for the
typical laser configurations used in ICF experiments ( f/6.7
lenses and 0.351-nm light).13
We expect that a plane-wave approximation will be sufficient over some range of interaction configurations, and that
the proposed model for including speckle effects in ray-based
CBET calculations will extend this range, but a more-complete
model is required to test the limits of these approximations.
LPSE
LPSE solves the time-enveloped Maxwell’s equations
coupled to the low-frequency plasma response in the fluid
approximation. The plasma response is linearized around an
inhomogeneous background density and flow velocity profile.16
The time-enveloped wave equation for the electric field is

k

where the sum is over beamlets generated by the DPP with
distinct wave vectors k and random phases (zk) (Ref. 18). The
eikonal solution for the electromagnetic fields with this boundary condition cannot be calculated from a single sheet of rays
because the wavefront is not locally a plane wave, but it is a
superposition of many plane waves, so the field is obtained
by taking the coherent sum of the ray-trace solution for each
term in Eq. (5). For a given boundary condition, this gives the
same solution for the fields as the wave-based calculation in
the absence of CBET (in regions of space where the eikonal
approximation is valid). The superposition solution used to cal-
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where f is the plasma dielectric function
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and oei is the electron–ion collision frequency. The physical
u = R 8E _x, ti exp _- i~ 0 tiB.
electric field is given by E
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where W / d • dU, U0 is the background flow profile, cs is the
sound speed, mi is the ion mass, and ot IAW is a phenomenological operator used to reproduce Landau damping of IAW’s,23
which is implemented by applying a constant damping of
o IAW 2 in k space (the factor of 1/2 appears because oIAW is
the energy damping rate, and the damping is applied to the wave
amplitudes in LPSE). The density is ne(x,t) = n0(x) + d n(x,t)
and the flow velocity is U(x,t) = U0(x) + dU(x,t). LPSE uses
a total-field/scattered-field approach, where the laser beams
are injected inside of the total-field region and the scatteredfield region acts as an absorbing boundary. Further details of
the numerical algorithm and benchmarking can be found in
Refs. 16 and 39.
Comparison Between LPSE Numerical Solutions
and the Ray-Based Model
This section is divided into subsections corresponding to
interactions between linearly polarized beams in a plasma with a
constant density and linearly varying flow, interactions between
linearly polarized beams in ICF-relevant plasma conditions,
and interactions between beams with polarization smoothing.
1. Homogeneous Plasma
Figure 151.13 shows the magnitude of the steady-state electric field from a 2-D LPSE simulation of the interaction between
two counter-propagating speckled beams in a plasma with a
t s _0.005x + 1i
linear flow velocity profile given by v flow _xi = - xc
and a constant density n e n c = 0.01. The other plasma parameters were Te = 2 keV, T i = 1 keV, Z = 3.1, A = 5.3 (ion mass in
amu), and o IAW ~ s = 0.2. The grid size was 80 # 240 nm2
(3168 # 9504 grid cells) and the simulations were run until
a steady state was established (4 ps). The speckle patterns
correspond to f/6.7 lenses and were generated by launching
128 beamlets from each boundary with top-hat intensity
distributions in wave-vector space [Eq. (5)] and fourth-order
super-Gaussian distributions in physical space. The average
initial intensity of the pump (seed) beam was 2 # 1015 W/cm2
(1 # 1012 W/cm2); both beams were polarized out of the plane
(the average intensity is defined here as the peak intensity that
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Figure 151.13
Magnitude of the time-enveloped electric field from an LPSE simulation
of two counter-propagating beams with initial average intensities of 2 #
1015 W/cm 2 and 1 # 1012 W/cm 2.

a plane-wave beam would have for the same beam width and
flux). The beams were launched 4 n m inside the simulation
boundaries, and the outer 2 n m of the simulation grid were
absorbing. The seed beam is not visible at its injection point (x =
36 nm) because of its low initial intensity, but it can be seen in
the scattered region at the bottom of the image, where it exits
with an average intensity of 3.2 # 1014 W/cm2 corresponding
to a gain of 5.8 (the gain is defined as the log of the incident
seed-beam energy over the outgoing seed-beam energy).
Figure 151.14 shows lineouts of the LPSE field magnitude
from Fig. 151.13 for the (a) pump and (b) seed beams at their
respective exit planes (blue) and the corresponding result from
the ray-based calculation (red). The two methods give nearly
identical results for the field of the pump beam because it lost
only 32% of its initial energy. The seed beam was amplified by
more than 300 #, and the two speckle patterns look completely
different. Despite the significant differences in the structure of
the calculated fields, the gain predicted by the ray-based model
was only 0.8% lower than the wave-based calculation (the gain
from the ray-based calculation using plane-wave beams was
38% lower). The ray-based calculation does not reproduce the
detailed structure of the fields because the local variations in
the direction of the wavefront were neglected when the magnitude of the fields was interpolated onto the ray trajectories from
the plane-wave calculation. The interpolation procedure gives
the correct statistical variations in the laser intensity, which is
why the average CBET from the wave-based calculation was
reproduced, but after energy is transferred, it is forced to folLLE Review, Volume 151
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Figure 151.15 shows the results of a number of calculations
similar to the one depicted in Fig. 151.13, where the pump
intensity and the angle between the pump and seed beam were
varied. The gains from the speckled-beam calculations are
compared to those obtained in calculations that were identical except the speckled beams were replaced with plane-wave
beams. For the case of counter-propagating beams, there is a
difference of more than two e foldings in the energy gain for the
speckled beams relative to the plane-wave beams at the highest
pump intensity. At lower intensities, the difference diminishes.
When the angle between the beams is increased, the difference
between the plane-wave and speckled cases is reduced, and
for more than 30° between the beams, there is no significant
difference. Figure 151.15(d) shows the beam geometry used for
these comparisons, which was chosen so that the peak of the
CBET resonance was always at Mach 1.
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Figure 151.14
(a) Lineout of Fig. 151.13 at x = 37 n m (blue), which corresponds to the scattered field of the pump beam. The corresponding lineout from the ray-based
calculation is shown in red. (b) Similar lineouts at x = –37 n m corresponding
to the scattered field of the seed beam. Labels (1) and (2) correspond to the
exit plane labels in Fig. 151.13.
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The advantage of the ray-based calculation is a significant reduction in computational cost. The LPSE calculation
depicted in Fig. 151.13 took one hour on 792 CPU cores, while
the corresponding ray-based calculation took only a few minutes on a desktop computer. For a given grid resolution, the
computational cost of the LPSE calculation is proportional to
the number of grid cells O(NG). The relevant computational
requirement for the ray-based CBET calculation is the number
2 j,
of pairwise interactions between rays, which is O `N G N B
where NB is the number of laser beams. The grid resolution
in LPSE is determined by the need to resolve the wavelength
of light, while in the ray-based calculation, it is necessary to
resolve spatial variations in the laser intensity and hydrodynamic conditions. Although the quadratic dependence on the
number of laser beams causes the ray-based calculation to scale
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Figure 151.15
Gain as a function of laser intensity for beams separated by (a) 0°, (b) 15°,
and (c) 30° relative to counter-propagating. The LPSE results are shown with
red circles (speckled beams) and blue squares (plane-wave beams). The corresponding ray-trace results are shown with #’s of the same color. The error
bars correspond to the standard deviation in the gain over three different
speckle realizations. (d) The beam geometry, where the wave vector of the
resonant ion-acoustic wave (IAW) is antiparallel to the flow velocity gradient.
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Figure 151.15 also shows the corresponding gains calculated using the ray-based CBET model. The ray-based model
shows excellent agreement with the full-wave calculation for
the interaction between plane waves, which indicates that the
assumptions made in the ray-based model that are not related
to beam speckle are valid in this configuration. The ray-based
model also shows very good agreement with the speckled-beam
results, and the calculated gains in the ray-based model always
fall within one standard deviation of the LPSE gain averaged
over different speckle realizations. The fact that the ray-based
speckle model is in such good agreement with the wave-based
calculations even when the plane-wave assumption gives a
very poor approximation suggests that this is an extremely
useful modification for including speckle effects in ray-based
laser-plasma simulations. An additional benefit of the ray-based
speckle model is that it inherently gives a more-realistic laserenergy deposition profile than a plane-wave approximation.
The maximum intensity used in Fig. 151.15 was chosen to
keep the filamentation control parameter38

than the interaction region, but as the length of the interaction
region is increased relative to the length of the speckles, the
plane-wave gains are eventually recovered regardless of the
relative beam orientation.
2. Amplitude of Density Perturbations
In addition to modifying the CBET gain, most of the CBET
between speckled beams happens in localized hot spots, which
can lead to larger density perturbations than occur when
plane-wave beams interact. Figure 151.16 shows the ratio of
root-mean-square (rms) density perturbations for a speckledbeam simulation and the corresponding plane-wave simulation.
The ratio is always larger than 1, indicating that the typical
density perturbation is larger for the speckled-beam interaction than for the plane-wave interaction. Although LPSE does
not include the relevant physics, nonlinear effects become
important at large d n/n and cause CBET to saturate.15,38 Note
that the amplitude of the density perturbations is insensitive
to the relative beam angle, which shows that this is not simply
a result of increased CBET.

2

The trends in Fig. 151.15 can be understood qualitatively by
considering the average intensity over the CBET interaction
region because the energy transfer is exponential in both the
pump intensity and the interaction length. When the beams
are counter-propagating, some of the speckles will see an
increased pump intensity along the entire interaction length,
giving exponentially larger gains, while the partially compensating reduction in the fraction of the beam profile that
undergoes significant CBET is only a linear effect. When the
angle between the beams is large, a given seed speckle will
interact with many high- and low-intensity pump speckles, and
the product of interaction length and pump intensity integrated
over the interaction region averages out to the same value as for
plane-wave beams. The same logic applies to the longitudinal
extent of the speckles. In this example the speckles were longer

⁄

below 1 (f is the f number and I14 is the laser intensity in units
of 1014 W/cm2). At the highest average intensity G P/Pc H = 0.22.
This is right at the limit where the highest-intensity speckles
could potentially filament, but no filamentation was observed
in the simulations depicted in Fig. 151.15. This was necessary
for the comparison to the ray-based CBET model because the
equations solved by LPSE implicitly include filamentation but
the ray model does not.
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Figure 151.16
Root-mean-square (rms) density perturbation from LPSE simulations for the
interaction between speckled beams divided by the rms density perturbation
for the interaction between plane-wave beams. The rms perturbation was taken
from the region y = [–70,70] and x = [0,30]. The region was offset toward larger
x so that the energy gain of the seed beam did not have a significant impact
on the amplitude of the density perturbations. The error bars correspond to
the standard deviation for three different speckle realizations.

To test the qualitative impact of nonlinear saturation, the
LPSE simulations depicted in Fig. 151.15 were repeated with a
clamp on the amplitude of the density perturbations Kd n/nK #
0.01. This clamp was chosen to be more restrictive than the
expected Kd n/nK + 0.1 threshold38 to exaggerate the impact of
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3. OMEGA Implosions
Although the subscale calculations presented in the previous section show that speckles can increase the CBET gain,
the effect on laser absorption in direct-drive ICF experiments
is expected to be small for two main reasons: (1) the singlebeam intensities in ICF experiments are usually about an order
of magnitude lower than the lowest intensity from Fig. 151.15;
and (2) in a 3-D spherical implosion, the fraction of the solid
angle that corresponds to nearly counter-propagating rays is
small. The effect could be greater in indirect-drive ICF where
many of the beams are nearly co-propagating although the
single-beam intensities are still relatively low.15
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direct-drive ICF plasma profile from the 1-D radiation–hydrodynamics code LILAC.41 The beams were injected at normal
incidence 22 nm inside the minimum x and y boundaries. The

log10 (dn/nc)

nonlinear saturation. Previous studies using a code similar to
LPSE have shown that an even more restrictive clamp on d n/n
is required to obtain quantitative agreement with scatteredlight measurements in indirect-drive ICF experiments.40
Figure 151.17 compares the LPSE gains plotted in Fig. 151.15
and the clamped simulations (only one speckle realization was
simulated at each condition and compared to the corresponding simulation that used the same seed for random phase
generation). At all relative beam angles and intensities, the
perturbation-limited results are essentially indistinguishable for
the plane-wave simulations, but in the speckled-beam simulations, the clamp reduced the amount of CBET significantly.

500

y (nm)

Figure 151.18
Amplitude of the electric-field envelope in a full-scale two-beam LPSE simulation (at 12 ps) using ICF-relevant plasma conditions with (a) plane-wave
beams and (b) speckled beams at initial intensities of 2 # 1014 W/cm2. The
corresponding density perturbations are shown in (c) and (d). The critical
density is denoted by white dashed circles. The electromagnetic-field (densityperturbation) grid was 40,000 # 40,000 (80,000 # 80,000) cells. The small-scale
rings in the fields are aliasing artifacts associated with the wavelength-scale
perturbations on the high-resolution grids.

Figure 151.18 shows the steady-state magnitude of the
electric-field envelope and the corresponding ion-density perturbations for plane-wave and speckled-beam 2-D LPSE simulations of two f/6.7 s-polarized beams interacting in a realistic
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Figure 151.17
Gain as a function of pump intensity from LPSE simulations for speckled beams (red) and plane-wave beams (blue) with (circles) and without (crosses) a limiter
of K d n/nK # 0.01 for beams separated by (a) 0°, (b) 15°, and (c) 30°.
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Two-beam simulations were performed at two different
single-beam intensities, 1 # 1014 W/cm2 and 2 # 1014 W/cm2.
These intensities are higher than the single-beam intensities in
ICF experiments, but there are many more beams interacting in
that case. The intensities were chosen to give a non-negligible
reduction in laser absorption resulting from CBET while staying below the filamentation threshold. In the absence of CBET,
the percentage of the incident laser energy that was absorbed
by the plasma in the simulations similar to those shown in
Fig. 151.18 was 94% regardless of beam type/intensity. For laser
intensities of 1 # 1014 W/cm2, the absorption was 90.5% (89.2%)
for the plane-wave (speckled) beams, and for laser intensities
of 2 # 1014 W/cm2, the absorption was 85.4% (82.8%) for the
plane-wave (speckled) beams. In both cases the reduction in
laser absorption was +30% larger for the speckled-beam simulations (relative to the no-CBET simulations). However, this
configuration should significantly overestimate the impact of
speckles because of the high single-beam intensities.
To test the effect of using many lower-intensity beams,
2-D quarter-scale, 16-beam LPSE simulations were run using
single-beam intensities of 4 # 1014 W/cm2. The beams were
injected uniformly at 22.5° increments. In the quarter-scale,
16-beam configuration, the plane-wave simulation had 67%
absorption and the speckled-beam simulation had 66.8%
absorption (98% absorption without CBET). Despite the significant reduction in absorption caused by CBET, the plane-wave
and speckled-beam simulations had nearly the same total laser
absorption, which suggests that the use of many lower-intensity
136

beams smooths out single-beam speckle effects but does not
diminish the impact of CBET.30 Accordingly, a plane-wave
approximation is expected to be sufficient for calculations of
CBET between linearly polarized beams in many-beam directdrive ICF applications.
4. Polarization Smoothing
Polarization smoothing is typically accounted for in
ray-based CBET models by multiplying the gain coefficient
calculated for parallel-polarized beams [ p kl
ij in Eq. (3)] by
a factor of _1 + cos 2 ii 4, where i is the angle between the
interacting rays. This factor is obtained by assuming random
relative polarizations of the interacting beams and spatially
averaged incoherence between the two polarization components of each beam.15 This approximation can be tested by
comparing the ray model to LPSE simulations, which have
full polarization effects.
Figure 151.19 shows the results of a series of comparisons
between the LPSE and the ray-based model using polarization
smoothing and two different f numbers (6.7 and 3) at pumpbeam intensities of 5 # 1014 W/cm2. The plasma conditions
were the same as discussed in Homogeneous Plasma (p. 132)
(homogeneous density and constant flow velocity gradient), and
polarization smoothing was obtained by splitting the energy
of the incident beams evenly between s and p polarizations.
The two polarizations had statistically independent speckle
realizations. The gain calculated by LPSE was higher than
the gain in the ray-based model for all but the orthogonal f/3
beams. The gains are higher for the f/6.7 because their longitudinal correlation length (2rf 2m0 . 100 nm) is longer than
the interaction volume,38 so the assumption of incoherence
between the polarization components when averaged over the

0.6
0.5
Gain

angle between the beams was set to 90° because it gives nearly
maximal CBET.10 In Fig. 151.18(a), the field amplitude of the
incident beams is visibly reduced after they cross through the
caustic of the other beam. Because the outgoing portion of the
beams gain energy from the incident beams, this interaction
leads to a reduction in the total laser absorption. The density
perturbations shown in Figs. 151.18(a) and 151.18(b) indicate
where CBET occurs. The dominant interaction regions are in
the beam caustics crossing through the middle of the other
incoming beam and near to the critical density where the
beams are reflected. The interaction at near-critical density is
seeded by the reflected beam and is referred to as self-CBET.
Self-CBET is typically not as energetically important as the
interaction between distinct beams because it occurs at high
densities and most of the energy that is transferred is still
absorbed. The speckled-beam calculations are qualitatively
similar to the plane-wave calculations in terms of where CBET
occurs with the additional restriction that most of the CBET
occurs in high-intensity speckles.
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Figure 151.19
The CBET gain for a seed beam interacting with a pump beam at an intensity
of 5 # 1014 W/cm2. Both beams were smoothed by polarization with the energy
split evenly between s and p polarization. The f numbers of the beams were
(a) 6.7 and (b) 3. The wave-based (ray-based) results are shown in blue (red).
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interaction region is violated. The speckle length for the f/3
beams is expected to be in better agreement with the ray-based
calculation because of the reduced speckle length (+20 nm).

using the average intensity (I/I0)avg = eG, the first nonvanishing
term in the Taylor expansion of the difference is (I/I0)speckle –
(I/I0)avg . G2/2, quadratic in the gain.

There is a significant difference between the wave-based
and ray-based results shown in Fig. 151.19, even though the
intensity was only 5 # 1014 W/cm2, and the gains were much
lower than for the corresponding linearly polarized calculations. The discrepancy between LPSE and the ray-based model
in the case where the beams are orthogonal is readily explained
by noting that the in-plane components of the beams’ polarizations do not interact, and the out-of-plane components have the
same interaction as two linearly polarized beams with half of
the energy. If the average intensity amplification for the linearly polarized case is written I/I0 = eG, then this should give
I I 0 = _1 + e G/2i 2, whereas using the factor of _1 + cos 2 ii 4
gives I/I0 = eG/4.

The same model can be used for polarization-smoothed
beams, but each of the beams must also be split into two
orthogonal polarizations. There are now four equally probable
combinations of amplitude and polarization within each beam
and 16 possible types of interactions between beams that are
depicted in Fig. 151.20(b). Adding up the various contributions
to the amplification gives `I I 0j = 1/2 + _3e G + e 2Gi 8. This
PS
should be compared to the amplification that is used in the
ray-based model, (I/I0)PS(rays) = eG/2, which to leading order
gives (I/I0)PS – (I/I0)PS(rays) . G/8. The lowest-order correction is linear in G, consistent with the deviation between the
wave- and ray-based calculations occurring at lower gains for
polarization-smoothed beams than for linearly polarized beams.

In the case of counter-propagating beams, the difference can
be understood by using a simple square-wave model, where a
speckled beam is treated as having a beam spot profile with
twice the average intensity over half of the beam profile and
zero intensity over the rest. If the speckles are random, the
interaction between two linearly polarized counter-propagating
beams will have the same statistical properties as the interaction between the two beam profiles depicted in Fig. 151.20(a).
The interaction can be broken up into four situations that occur
with equal probability, only one of which results in any CBET
(it is assumed here that the speckles are much longer than the
interaction region). The expected intensity amplification is
= _1 + e 2Gi 2. Comparing this to the amplification
`I I 0j

The comparisons shown in Fig. 151.19 are useful for illustrating why CBET between polarization-smoothed beams
might not agree with ray-based calculations, but they do not
represent a fair comparison because the relative polarizations
of the interacting beams were not random. Figure 151.21 shows
the results of calculations where the initial polarization of the
two beams was chosen randomly (and independently) before
applying phase plates and polarization smoothing. For the f/6.7
beams, the average gain over realizations still differs from
the ray-based model because of the large speckle length. The
calculations using f/3 beams are in good agreement with the
ray-based model, which suggests that the gain multiplier used
to correct for polarization smoothing in the ray-based models
is accurate when the underlying assumptions are satisfied.
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Figure 151.20
Beam profiles with the same statistical properties as a square-wave speckle
model for (a) linearly polarized beams and (b) polarization-smoothed beams
split evenly between s and p polarization.
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Figure 151.21
The average and standard deviations in the gain for different realizations of
the relative beam polarization and various angles between the pump and seed
beams (blue points with error bars). Twelve different realizations were used
for (a) the f/6.7 beams and five realizations were used for (b) the f/3 beams.
The red points show the corresponding results from ray-based calculations.
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The discrepancy at larger f numbers could be significant in
ICF experiments because the gradient scale lengths are typically comparable to the speckle length of the drive beams. In
Fig. 151.18(c), the majority of the CBET is occurring in the
“wings” in the lower left part of the image, where the caustic
of the outgoing beam gains energy as it crosses the center of
the incoming beam. The spatial extent of this transfer region
is K100 nm.
Summary
The impact of beam speckle and polarization smoothing
on CBET was studied using the full-wave LPI code LPSE.
The results were compared to ray-based calculations using
a code that is based on the ray models used to simulate ICF
experiments. The ray-based model tends to underpredict the
amount of CBET when the assumption of spatially averaged
incoherence over the length of the interaction region is violated.
A ray-based speckle model was presented that gives excellent
agreement with the wave-based calculations over a broad range
of gains and relative beam angles.
At all relative angles, the CBET interaction between speckled beams generates larger rms density perturbations than the
corresponding plane-wave interaction. These enhanced density
perturbations could lead to the earlier onset of nonlinear saturation of CBET between speckled beams. The single-beam intensities in ICF experiments are not sufficient for this effect to be
significant, but it could play a role in many-beam interactions.
For linearly polarized beams, the large gain (L1) and small
relative beam angle that were required to see a significant
difference between the plane-wave and speckled-beam calculations suggest that a plane-wave approximation should not
result in a significant error in laser-absorption calculations for
direct-drive ICF. This conclusion is supported by LPSE simulations in hydrodynamic profiles relevant to direct-drive ICF that
showed a modest reduction in laser absorption for two-beam
interactions and almost no reduction in laser absorption for a
16-beam interaction. For polarization-smoothed beams, there
is a significant difference between the wave- and ray-based
results at modest gains and over a broader range of relative
beam angles, which could have an impact on CBET calculations for ICF.
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Origins and Scaling of Hot-Electron Preheat in Ignition-Scale
Direct-Drive Inertial Confinement Fusion Experiments
Direct-drive inertial confinement fusion (ICF) 1,2 is one of
two laser-based techniques being pursued for achieving controlled nuclear fusion at the 1.8-MJ National Ignition Facility
(NIF).3 In direct-drive hot-spot ignition designs, laser ablation of a spherical shell drives the implosion and compression of a cryogenic deuterium–tritium (DT) fuel layer, into
which a fusion burn wave propagates after first being initiated in a central, low-density hot spot.4 To achieve ignition,
the fuel must be compressed to an areal density greater than
0.3 g/cm2, which can be achieved by keeping the pressure close
to the Fermi-degenerate pressure. Preheat of the DT fuel by
suprathermal electrons generated by laser–plasma instabilities
(LPI’s) increases this pressure, degrades compression, and
inhibits ignition. Consequently, control of LPI suprathermal (or
“hot”)-electron production is critical for a successful implosion.
Stimulated Raman scattering (SRS)5–8 and two-plasmon
decay (TPD)9 are two instabilities that are capable of generating
hot electrons since they both excite electrostatic waves in the
plasma that provide accelerating fields. SRS entails the decay of
a laser light wave into an electron plasma wave and a scatteredlight wave at densities at or below one quarter of the critical
density of the laser, while TPD is the decay of a laser light wave
into two electrostatic plasma waves (plasmons) near the quartercritical density. Previous studies of SRS and TPD have examined
single-beam thresholds,9,10 quantified suprathermal electron
production,6,11,12 explored collective multibeam processes,13–18
and investigated the spatial properties of TPD19 and the angular distribution of the resulting hot electrons20 —an important
consideration when computing preheat. SRS imposes serious
constraints on ignition designs in the indirect-drive approach
to ICF because of the high single-beam intensities and large
volumes of quasi-homogeneous plasma that are required when
using gas-filled hohlraums.21 To date, direct-drive experiments
have shown minimal SRS resulting from lower single-beam
intensities and density scale lengths shorter than ignition scale.
The low level or absence of observable SRS reflectivity in
subscale (density scale length Ln + 150 nm and electron temperature Te + 2 keV) direct-drive implosions on the OMEGA
140

laser [maximum laser energy (power) of 30 kJ (30 TW)]
(Ref. 22) has focused work instead on the physics, scaling,
and mitigation of TPD, which is observed close to threshold.15
Direct-drive implosions on OMEGA are known to excite collective multibeam TPD, which, at the highest-available irradiation intensities, converts as much as 1% of the incident laser
energy to hot electrons. This level of hot electrons is close to
what can be tolerated in direct-drive–ignition designs, and the
scaling of hot-electron production to ignition scale has not yet
been assessed. Ignition-scale direct-drive implosions23 will
have much longer density scale lengths (L n + 600 n m) and
hotter coronal electron temperatures (Te K 5 keV), placing
the interaction conditions in a previously unexplored regime.
Until the experiments described herein, carried out on a MJscale facility, it was not possible to simultaneously achieve
the density scale length, laser intensity, electron temperature,
and transverse plasma dimensions that are characteristic of
ignition-scale direct-drive implosions.
This article presents the first exploration of the LPI origins, scaling, and possible mitigation of hot electrons under
direct-drive ignition-relevant conditions. These new observations indicate the dominance of SRS over TPD, a result not
previously anticipated, with significant implications for directdrive–ignition designs.
Planar targets were irradiated from one side with 351-nm
laser light using a subset of the NIF’s 192 beams, with 1-D
smoothing by spectral dispersion24 at 90 GHz. These beams are
arranged into cones that share a common angle with respect to
the polar axis. There are four such cones in each hemisphere: the
“inner” cones have angles of 23.5° and 30° (32 beams in each
hemisphere), while the “outer” cones have angles of 44.5° and
50° (64 beams in each hemisphere). All targets described here
were irradiated using beams in the southern hemisphere. The
targets were thick CH (or Si) disks with a 4.4-mm diameter and
a 1.2-mm (or 0.75-mm) thickness, oriented toward a polar angle
between 0° and 30°. Planar targets were chosen because they are
the only way, currently, to achieve direct-drive ignition-relevant
plasma conditions, while using a reduced laser energy (+200 kJ)
LLE Review, Volume 151
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702 nm (2m0). A local (i.e., near n c 4 ) electron temperature
measurement can be obtained from this feature from the
relation Te,keV = Dm nm 3.09 (Ref. 28), where Dm is the shift
of the spectral peak from 2m0 after corrections for Doppler
and Dewandre shifts29 have been applied.30 The electron
temperature inferred from this technique is Te = 4.5!0.2 keV.
The DRACO calculations predict a consistent temperature
(4.5 keV), giving confidence in the numerical modeling of the
corona and indicating that ignition-relevant temperatures have
been achieved. As a result of refraction effects, this spectral
feature is emitted only perpendicularly to the density gradient
(i.e., along the target normal),19 and its observation required
that the target be tilted to face the diagnostic [Fig. 151.22(d)].
For this reason, it is not seen in Figs. 151.22(b) or 151.22(c).

on the NIF. The use of planar targets also reduces the level of
cross-beam energy transfer25 relative to spherical targets.
Time-resolved SRS diagnostics, with or without spectral
resolution (400 to 750 nm), were located at polar angles of 23.5°,
30°, and 50° (Ref. 26), as shown in Fig. 151.22. The targets
were irradiated with laser pulses of #8-ns duration at vacuum
overlapped intensities of #3 # 1015 W/cm2. The plasma evolution was simulated using the 2-D radiation–hydrodynamics
code DRACO27 for comparison with experimental observations. The DRACO predictions for the density scale lengths
and electron temperatures, in the vicinity of the quarter-critical
density n e = n c 4 [where ne is the electron density and nc is
the critical density for the laser wavelength m0 (in nm), with
n c . 1.1 # 10 21 m 0- 2 cm - 3@ were Ln + 500 to 700 nm and Te +
3 to 5 keV, respectively. DRACO simulations calculate that the
laser intensity is attenuated by +50% on reaching the quartercritical surface as a result of collisional absorption.

Importantly, this feature demonstrates significant differences
relative to the near-2m0 spectrum obtained at smaller scales on
OMEGA. A typical half-harmonic spectrum from a spherical
implosion experiment (shot 80802) on OMEGA is shown
in the inset of Fig. 151.22(a), sharing the same wavelength
scale as the NIF spectrum. The characteristic half-harmonic
features that are red- and blue-shifted with respect to 2m0 seen

A time-resolved scattered-light spectrum obtained from
NIF shot N160420-003 is shown in Fig. 151.22(a). It displays
a narrow, intense feature at a wavelength slightly above
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Figure 151.22
Time-resolved scattered-light spectra at collection angles of (a) 0°, (b) 23.5°, and (c) 50° relative to the target normal. These images were obtained in two CH
target experiments. The image in (a) corresponds to an experiment (d) with the target oriented toward a streaked spectrometer and (e) irradiated by a ramp-flat
pulse at a peak quarter-critical laser intensity of 1.3 # 1015 W/cm 2. The images in (b) and (c) correspond to an experiment (f) with the target oriented toward
the south pole of NIF and was (g) irradiated first by beams at incidence angles of 45° and 50°, followed by beams at 23° and 30°. The streaked spectrum from
a spherical-geometry experiment on OMEGA [inset in (a)] is contrasted to the image in (a).
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in the OMEGA experiment are a definitive diagnostic of the
presence of TPD.31 The doublet arises by processes such as
inverse resonance absorption, inverse parametric decay, and
self-Thomson scattering that convert the up- and down-shifted
TPD daughter plasma waves into transverse (light) waves.28
The lack of a blue-shifted half-harmonic and the narrowness of
the red-shifted feature seen in the NIF experiment is a strong
indication that different physical processes are occurring at the
quarter-critical surface. The sharp feature observed in the NIF
experiment is a well-known signature of the absolute Raman
instability that can occur at densities close to quarter critical.28
The OMEGA spectrum implies the absence of SRS around
n c 4 and the presence of TPD, while the NIF spectrum implies
the presence of SRS at and below n c 4. Although the presence
of some TPD activity in the NIF experiment cannot be entirely
ruled out on the basis of Fig. 151.22(a) since the conversion
efficiencies of TPD waves to half-harmonic emission relative to
absolute SRS are difficult to quantify, it seems most plausible
that SRS, rather than TPD, is the dominant quarter-critical LPI
mechanism in ignition-scale direct-drive experiments.

Density scale length (nm)

Simple considerations based on the absolute thresh= 2377 L 4n,/3nmi and TPD
old intensities for SRS _I SRS,thr
14
TPD,thr
_I 14
= 233 Te,keV L n, nmi , for normally incident single
plane-wave beams,9,10 further support this identification. In
thr
these expressions, I 14 is the threshold intensity in units of
14
2
10 W/cm . As an illustrative case, Fig. 151.23 shows the ratio
of the absolute TPD threshold to twice that for absolute SRS as a
function of electron temperature and density scale length. This
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Figure 151.23
Ratio of absolute single-beam intensity threshold for two-plasmon decay
(TPD)10 to twice the absolute, single-beam threshold for SRS9 (to acknowledge a potential difference in multibeam effects) as a function of electron
temperature and density scale length. Conditions corresponding to the NIF
(OMEGA) spectra in Fig. 151.22(a) are represented by the black (white) star.
To the left (right) of the dashed line, the TPD (SRS) threshold is lower and
TPD (SRS) is expected to be dominant.
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is intended to acknowledge the fact that while TPD has been
observed to be a multibeam phenomenon, it may be the case
that fewer beams contribute to SRS. The OMEGA experiment
that produced the spectrum shown adjacent to Fig. 151.22(a)
(Ln + 150 nm, Te + 2.5 keV, I + 6 # 1014 W/cm2) is marginally unstable with respect to TPD and slightly less so to SRS
if the total overlapped laser intensities are substituted into the
expressions for the single-beam thresholds. In contrast, the NIF
experiment at ignition-relevant conditions (Ln + 525 nm, Te +
4.5 keV, I + 1.3 # 1015 W/cm2), which produced the spectrum
shown in Fig. 151.22(a), is in the SRS-dominated regime: the
threshold for SRS is exceeded by a factor of +22, while the TPD
threshold is exceeded by a factor of +6. It is expected that this
qualitative trend of SRS being increasingly prominent relative
to TPD with increasing scale length and temperature32 applies
also for more-complicated cases of multiple obliquely incident
beams, although this is a subject of future work.
The broad spectral features seen in Figs. 151.22(a)–151.22(c)
are characteristic of SRS occurring at densities below n c 4
(between 0.15 and 0.22 nc). Figures 151.22(b) and 151.22(c)
highlight SRS spectra obtained at two different angles of observation and two distinct irradiation conditions. The target normal was
parallel to the NIF polar axis [Fig. 151.22(f)], and the target was
irradiated symmetrically, first by the outer beams from t = 0 to t =
4.5 ns, followed by the inner beams from t = 4.5 ns to t = 7.5 ns
[Fig. 151.22(g)]. The predicted quarter-critical plasma conditions
during the outer (inner) beam drive were Ln + 500 (690) nm,
I + 1.6 (1.1) # 1015 W/cm2, and Te + 4.7 (4.4) keV, respectively.
Temporally resolved scattered-light spectra26 were obtained at
23.5° [Fig. 151.22(b)] and 50° [Fig. 151.22(c)]. SRS is observed
by both diagnostics at early times during outer-beam irradiation
and at later times when irradiated by the inner beams.
This observation is attributed to SRS sidescatter,33 for
which newly developed theory and supporting simulations
are described in a companion manuscript.34 In this process
the SRS light waves propagate approximately tangentially to
contours of constant electron density in the corona and see
much greater gains relative to backscatter. The data shown in
Figs. 151.22(b) and 151.22(c) are in agreement with the predictions of this theory and cannot be explained by narrow-angle
backscatter simply caused by refraction, particularly for the
SRS observed at 50°. Therefore, the propagation direction (and
collection angle) of SRS light, after it has finished refracting
and is in vacuum, is determined solely by its wavelength (i.e.,
the density where it was generated) and depends only weakly
on the incidence angle of the beams that produced it. This is
evident in Fig. 151.22(b), where SRS light at 23.5° is observed
LLE Review, Volume 151
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To determine the total amount of SRS generated in these
experiments, absolutely calibrated photodiodes measured the
SRS light collected in +2 # 10 –3 sr in the two full-aperture
backscatter stations (FABS’s)26 at 50° and 30°. These measurements were then extrapolated to account for the total emission.
This was accomplished using a ray-tracing code with plasma
parameters and geometry provided by DRACO simulations to
obtain simulated SRS emission profiles that include refraction
and absorption as functions of wavelength and angle of observation (transmission of SRS light from its origin ranges from
2% at 702 nm to +50% at 630 nm). These calculations assume
2r azimuthal symmetry around the target normal. With the
above assumptions, it is estimated that between 2% and 6% of
incident laser energy is converted to SRS light.
The inferred SRS light energy is compared to the energy in
hot electrons, which is inferred from hard x-ray bremsstrahlung
emission generated by the interaction of hot electrons with the
target.35 This bremsstrahlung emission was detected using the
NIF filter fluorescer (FFLEX) diagnostic.36 The FFLEX signals
were analyzed by performing Monte Carlo electron–photon
transport calculations with the EGSnrc code,37 using a singletemperature (Thot) 3-D Maxwellian hot-electron distribution.
These calculations relate the absolute intensity of hard x-ray
emission to the total quantity of hot electrons that produce it.
Figure 151.24 shows the corresponding fraction of laser energy
converted to hot electrons (fhot) as a function of laser intensity at
the quarter-critical density as calculated by DRACO for a series
of experiments that include both CH and Si targets. The hard
x-ray data were integrated over the period of the experiment
starting after 4.5 ns. For outer-beam irradiation, fhot increased
from 0.7!0.2% to 2.9!0.6% as the laser intensity increased from
5.9 # 1014 W/cm2 to 14 # 1014 W/cm2. For inner-beam irradiation of CH targets, fhot increased from 1.2!0.2% to 2.6!0.5%
for intensities of 6.2 # 1014 W/cm2 to 11 # 1014 W/cm2. The
uncertainty in fhot is based on the statistical uncertainty in the
single-temperature fit to the hard x-ray spectra. For CH experiments, Thot is inferred to be between 45 and 55 keV for the outerbeam drive and 62 keV for the inner-beam drive, independent of
laser intensity, with an uncertainty of !4 to 5 keV. The threshold
intensity for the onset of measurable hot electrons in CH targets
lies in the vicinity of 4 # 1014 W/cm2.
The inferred energy and temperature of the hot electrons
are consistent with simple arguments based on SRS being
LLE Review, Volume 151

fhot (%)

at +650 nm during both outer-beam and inner-beam irradiation. The SRS shifts to shorter wavelengths (+620 nm) when
the observation angle is moved to 50°.
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Figure 151.24
Fraction of laser energy converted to hot electrons as a function of quartercritical laser intensity, for laser drive using outer beams (diamonds) and inner
beams (triangles), for CH ablators (blue, green) and Si ablators (orange). The
uncertainty in fhot is based on the statistical uncertainty in T hot extracted from
the fit to the hard x-ray spectrum, propagated through EGSnrc modeling.

their source. By conserving wave action in the scattering process (i.e., the Manley–Rowe relations38), it was determined
that, for SRS wavelengths between 600 and 650 nm, the total
energy in plasma waves is 70% to 85% of the total energy in
SRS or between 1.4% and 5% of the incident laser energy for
the experiments shown in Fig. 151.22. It is quite plausible that
kinetic mechanisms such as wave breaking or stochastic processes can convert the plasma-wave energy into hot electrons
with an efficiency sufficient to account for the fraction that is
observed (fhot = 1% to 3%). The characteristic temperature for
SRS-generated electrons is often estimated by Tz = ^1/2h m e v 2z
(Ref. 8), where vz is the phase velocity of the plasma wave.
For our experiments, where SRS is observed from wavelengths
of +620 nm to +702 nm (2m0), the corresponding hot-electron
temperatures range from +30 to +85 keV (Tz + mec2/6 for
n e = n c 4 ), which is consistent with the hot-electron temperatures that best fit the measured hard x-ray spectrum.
The combination of T hot and fhot inferred in these experiments is close to the level that can be permitted in direct-drive–
ignition designs, typically considered to be fhot +0.5% to 1%
for T hot + 50 keV (Refs. 2 and 39). This estimate is based on
an allowable coupling of +0.1% of laser energy to hot-electron
preheat in the DT fuel and a near-2r angular divergence of hot
electrons inferred in OMEGA spherical experiments.20 Based
on these data, direct-drive–ignition designs using a CH ablator and quarter-critical laser intensities of +5 # 1014 W/cm2
may be acceptable, but for higher intensities, LPI mitigation is
likely to be necessary. The discovery of a regime dominated
by SRS, rather than by TPD as on OMEGA, necessitates a
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re-evaluation of the angular divergence of hot electrons at
direct-drive ignition-relevant conditions and may also require
reconsideration of mitigation strategies.

ester, and the New York State Energy Research and Development Authority.
The support of the DOE does not constitute an endorsement by the DOE of
the views expressed in this article.

One potential LPI mitigation strategy, originally proposed
for TPD, uses strategically placed mid-Z layers in the ablator
to locally shorten the density scale length, increase the electron temperature, enhance electron–ion collisional damping,
and reduce Landau damping of ion-acoustic waves.40–45 This
reduction in scale length and increase in temperature are predicted as well for planar Si experiments (Ln from +690 nm in
CH to +560 nm in Si; Te from + 4.4 keV in CH to +5.2 keV in
Si), for which hot-electron data are shown in Fig. 151.24. The
use of Si ablators has a modest effect on hot-electron levels,
although it does increase the hot-electron intensity threshold to
around 6 # 1014 W/cm2. The lack of hot electrons in this experiment also correlates with a minimal level of SRS observed in
any of the spectrometers.
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Measurement of Cryogenic Target Position
and Implosion Core Offsets on OMEGA
Introduction
Direct-drive inertial confinement fusion experiments are
performed by uniformly illuminating spherical cryogenic
deuterium–tritium (DT) fuel-bearing CH shell capsules with
high-power laser beams.1 A goal of inertial confinement fusion
(ICF) experiments is thermonuclear ignition and gain; in order
for this to occur, the fuel must be symmetrically compressed
to high areal densities, i.e., at least 0.3 g/cm2, and the central
hot-spot temperature must be at least 10 keV (Refs. 2–4). Target performance is degraded by imperfections in symmetric
laser illumination and in the target itself. Perturbations of the
intensity in the low Legendre modes ( # 6), which may include
target offset, can distort the core at stagnation while highermode ( $ 6) perturbations lead to Rayleigh–Taylor unstable
growth, target breakup, and mixing of the materials in the shell
and fuel.5 These perturbations reduce the peak temperature
and areal density of the final fuel region; therefore, minimizing
them is desired. Assessing the performance of the implosions
requires one to simulate the implosion with one-dimensional
(Ref. 6) and multidimensional hydrocode simulations,7 and the
multidimensional simulations require accurate values of target
offset from beam aiming to accurately simulate the implosions.
This article describes our method of measuring initial target
offset from the aim point of the beams and determining the
core offset resulting from target offset from this aim point.
Measurements of Initial Target Offsets
Targets illuminated by the 60 beams of OMEGA at intensities ranging from +1014 to +1015 W/cm2 emit x rays, easily
imaged by pinhole cameras, in the range of 1 to 10 keV. A set
of x-ray pinhole cameras (XRPC’s) is used on OMEGA to
precisely align the laser beams to the target center.8 This is
currently done to an accuracy of +7-nm rms (root mean square)
using a set of fixed and retractable XRPC’s, all digitally recording the images with charge-injection–device (CID) cameras.9
This set includes five fixed XRPC’s, which are attached to the
OMEGA target chamber, and six ten-inch-manipulator (TIM)–
based XRPC’s, which are retractable through a vacuum gate
valve. The fixed XRPC’s remain in use during both cryogenic
target and non-cryogenic target implosions.
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Since the targets used to precisely align the OMEGA beams
by locating the x-ray spot emitted by each beam on pointing
shots8 are positioned by visible light cameras, all other noncryogenic targets are aligned to this same point. This position
is referred to as target chamber center (TCC), although it is
really the aim point of the beams determined through precision
pointing using the CID-based XRPC’s. The precise locations of
TCC in the XRPC images are determined by measuring x rays
emitted by a precisely located non-cryogenic target; these TCC
reference images are all from target shots taken on the same
day as the cryogenic target shots. This effectively eliminates the
possibility of changes in the XRPC’s contributing to the determined offsets. Positioning cryogenic targets is complicated by
the need to view the cryogenic target through windows in the
shroud that maintains the target at near the triple point (+20 K).
These windows refract the light passing through them by an
amount that must be determined by testing prior to the actual
shots. Furthermore, vibration of the cryogenic target stalk while
the shroud is in place and impulses transmitted to this stalk
when the shroud is retracted (+50 ms before the shot) can misplace the cryogenic target. This can cause the cryogenic target
to be offset from TCC at t 0 (the beginning of the laser pulse).
The example of a non-cryogenic target XRPC image in
Fig. 151.25(a) shows a 1.5 # 1.5-mm region at the target plane.
The outer edge of the x-ray emission, which occurs at t 0, is
determined from the maximum gradient using a Sobel filter.10
This set of positions is then fit to a circle whose center position is then determined [overlaid circle and central cross in
Fig. 151.25(a)]. An example cryogenic target x-ray image is
shown in Fig. 151.25(b). The fusion neutrons created by the
implosion of this target (yn = 3 # 1013) have generated copious
amounts of noise including a gamma-ray–induced background,
single-pixel upsets caused by neutron-scattering events that
produce protons, and line and column noise caused by similar
interactions with the readout structure of the CID camera.
This noise can in large part be removed by first filtering the
image using a single-pixel upset detection and replacement
algorithm,11 next by removing the average line and column
noise measured away from the image itself, and lastly by using a
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(a)

(b)

(c)
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Figure 151.25
X-ray images from the OMEGA H4 x-ray pinhole camera (XRPC) charge-injection device (CID). (a) Target chamber center (TCC) reference image on shot 85780,
(b) unfiltered image from a cryogenic target on shot 85784, and (c) filter image of the same. Both the reference image (a) and the filtered cryogenic target shot
image (c) have the best-fit positions indicated by a circle and a cross in the center.

z

median filter to reduce additional noise. The result of performing this noise removal procedure is shown in Fig. 151.25(c), and
the position of the center of the cryogenic target is determined
in like fashion to the reference non-cryogenic target. The pixellocation differences of the two centers are then converted to
microns, and the difference between the cryogenic target position and the reference target position is a measured projected
offset at t 0.
Two methods are employed to determine the three-space
offset r of cryogenic targets at t 0 from TCC. Both methods
use the projected offsets of the cryogenic target centers at t 0
from the reference non-cryogenic targets whose centers are at
TCC. The view vectors for each XRPC are related to the target
chamber vector coordinates by the following formulas:

p
r
q
y

v

x
E26467JR

q=

p=

z#v
,
z#v
v#q
v#q

,

(1)

(2)

Figure 151.26
Vector representation displaying view direction, solution direction, and unit
vectors of image plane with respect to each other.

r : q 1 = rx q x + ry q y + rz q z ,

(3)

r : p 1 = rx p x + ry p y + rz p z ,

(4)

r : q 2 = rx q x + ry q y + rz q z ,

(5)

r : p 2 = rx p x + ry p y + rz p z ,

(6)

1

1

where q is the horizontal vector in an image whose view direction is v and the normalized cross product of z (straight up)
and v, while the vertical direction in the image plane p is given
by the normalized cross product of v and q (see Fig. 151.26).
The XRPC’s provide multiple quasi-orthogonal views of the
target x-ray emission, from which r can be determined. The
first method uses the projected offsets from pairs of cameras
to determine the three-space offsets. For an offset in space of
r, the projections of r in a pair of camera views are given by
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where 1 and 2 refer to the first and second view, respectively.
The results can be combined into two different matrices by
choosing to solve for r using either Eqs. (3), (4), and (5) or
Eqs. (3), (4), and (6). This is equivalent to using the vertical
offset from either camera 1 or 2. These choices can be written
in matrix form as follows:
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R V R
VR V
Srq 1W Sq x 1 q y 1 q z 1W SrxW
S W S
W
M q 1 q 2 p 1 : r = Srq W = Sq x q y q z W SryW ,
2
2
2
2 S W
SSr WW SSp p p WW SrzW
z1
y1
x1
p1
T X T
XT X
R V R
VR V
Srq 1W Sq x 1 q y 1 q z 1W SrxW
S W S
W
M q 1 q 2 p 2 : r = Srq W = Sq x q y q z W SryW .
2
2
2
2 S W
SSr WW SSp p p WW SrzW
z2
y2
x2
p2
T X T
XT X

(7)

dr = b| 2
(8)

Inverting the matrices gives two possible solutions to the
offset as follows:
-1

r121 = M q 1 q 2 p 1 : rq

,

(9)

1 q2 p1

where Dqi and Dpi are the horizontal and vertical offsets of the
target in the ith view. The value of r that minimizes |2 is taken
as the best value, while the error dr is given by

h4

The average of these two solutions is the choice used in this
method and is given by

h8
h12
h13
p2

_r121 + r122i
.
2

(11)

To improve the accuracy of determining r, values are computed from as many quasi-orthogonal camera pairs as possible.
The results are averaged and the standard deviations of the
values are used as an estimate of the errors of these values.
The second method of determining r uses a least-squares
approach. For a given assumed offset of the target r, the values
rq and r p that would be observed in the ith view are given by
i

i

rq = rx q x + ry q y + rz q z ,

(12)

r p = rx p x + ry p y + rz p z .

(13)

i

i

The least-squares search is performed to minimize the
quantity |2 given by
| = / `Dr=,ij w i ,
2

2

2

(14)

i

where the values wi are the weights given to the ith view and
the quantities Dr9,i are the perpendicular offsets in the ith view
in turn given by
Dr=,i =
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arq i- Dq ik + ar p i - Dp ik ,
2

2

(15)

(16)

Table 151.I: X-ray pinhole camera (XRPC) parameters.

(10)

r=

1/2

and is equivalent to the error of the mean of the best-fit value.
When only two views are available, the first method of determining r is the best method to use, whereas when more than
two views are available, the second method gives the most
unbiased result. Table 151.I shows the current set of fixed
XRPC’s used in this position analysis. Typical errors when
determining the position are +3 to 5 nm.

Camera
-1
r122 = M q 1 q 2 p 2 : rq q p .
1 2 2

/ wil

Position i (°)
29.52*
45.23**
79.30
108.89
9.74
68.43

Position z (°)
234.00
153.78
54.00
342.00
54.00

Magnification
4.047*
3.861**
2.028
4.000
4.043
3.992

*Before
**After

17 March 2017
17 March 2017

Measurement of Implosion Core Offsets
The implosion cores are imaged by the gated monochromatic
x-ray imager (GMXI)12 operating in time-integrating mode
with four CID cameras recording the four images formed by
the Kirkpatrick–Baez (KB) microscope optical assembly. Two
of these images (GMXI-c and GMXI-d, filtered by 50.8 and
76.2 nm of Al, respectively) had signal levels that did not exceed
the capacity of the CID cameras for all cryogenic and noncryogenic target experiments that determined reference core
positions. As for determining the t 0 offset, the non-cryogenic
reference target is assumed to be perfectly centered at TCC. The
energy bands are approximately the same for these two images
being +5 to 8 keV and +5.5 to 8 keV for images GMXI-c and
GMXI-d, respectively. The GMXI cameras observe the implosion cores from the common spherical coordinates i = 96.02°,
z = 54° with respect to the target plane (each being +1° away).
In contrast to the t0 images where the limb of the image is
used to determine the center, core images are centrally peaked,
so the centroid is a better measure of the core’s position in
the CID image. Figure 151.27 shows example GMXI images,
trimmed to 200 # 200 nm. The reference images used in this
LLE Review, Volume 151
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case are from a target experiment with a non-cryogenic target
consisting of an 18-nm-thick CH shell filled with 3 atm of D2
gas, imploded with the same pulse shape used on the subsequent
cryogenic target shots [these are referred to as pulse-shape setup
(PSS) shots]. Figures 151.27(a) and 151.27(b) are from the reference non-cryogenic target implosion (OMEGA shot 81056,
GMXI-c and GMXI-d images); Figs. 151.27(c) and 151.27(d)
are from a cryogenic target implosion (OMEGA shot 81060,
(a)

(c)

GMXI-c

(b)

GMXI-c and GMXI-d images). The “#” symbols denote the
centroids of the images; the diamond symbols on the GMXI-c
and GMXI-d images of OMEGA shot 81060 show the points
of maximum cross correlation between the cryogenic and PSS
shots in the GMXI-c and GMXI-d images, respectively. The
square symbols on shot 81060 images denote the averages
between the centroid centers and the cross-correlation maximums. The amount of core offset is taken as the amount by
which the image must be shifted to maximize the cross correlation. Figure151.28 shows the core offsets determined from the
GMXI-c and GMXI-d images for a large number of cryogenic
target shots; their consistency is evident. The average offset
of the GMXI-c and GMXI-d images is therefore taken as the
offset and the difference is an estimate of the error of this offset.
The t 0 offsets are compared with the GMXI offsets by
computing the projections of the t 0 offsets in the view of the
GMXI in the horizontal and vertical directions q0,GMXI and
p 0,GMXI, respectively, given by

(d)

GMXI-d

E26468JR

Figure 151.27
Four 200 # 200-n m gated monochromatic x-ray imager (GMXI) images,
including a reference and a cryogenic shot. The “# ” represents the centroid
centers, diamonds represent the cross-correlation maximums, and squares
represent the averages between those points. The offset of OMEGA shot 81060
from OMEGA shot 81056 is (–22.0,–5.0)!(0.0,2.0).
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where qGMXI and pGMXI are the horizontal and vertical vectors, respectively, of the GMXI view. Since there is no other
digitally recorded view of the core, the three-space core offset
cannot be determined but the GMXI core offset and the projection of the t 0 offset into the GMXI view can be compared.
Results
Figures 151.29 and 151.30 show the measured core offsets
compared to the projected t0 offsets for horizontal, vertical, and
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Figure 151.28
Comparisons of implosion core offset coordinates, GMXI-c against GMXI-d. Errors were calculated using the rms deviations from the lines of best fit, which
are very nearly y = x lines.
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radial directions, respectively. The offsets in Fig. 151.29 are for
a quasi-uniformly distributed sample of cryogenic target shots
that span offsets from near zero to >100 nm and whose offset
directions were nearly perpendicular to the GMXI view direction. Figure 151.29(a) shows that the horizontal displacement of
the core is in the same direction as the t0 offset and nearly equal
in magnitude; i.e., the core is forming at approximately the
position of the offset target center. In large part the core offsets
confirm the accuracy of the t 0 offsets. Figure 151.30 compares
the horizontal, vertical, and radial offsets of the implosion cores
and the projected t 0 offsets for all recent cryogenic target shots
(since 2015). The horizontal components of the t 0 and core
offsets [Fig. 151.30(a)] are approximately uniformly distributed
about the origin and most are <20 nm. The few large horizontal
offsets agree in direction and are nearly of the same magnitude.
In contrast, the vertical t 0 offsets are biased toward positive
offset (in this case, from the TCC reference), whereas the core
vertical offsets (y axis) are more uniformly distributed between
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(c)

250
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A large offset is expected to have a very detrimental effect
on the fusion neutron yield, and even small offsets are calculated to have an effect on the yield under ideal simulated conditions,13 so placing the target at TCC as accurately as possible is
desired. But in real experimental conditions where many other
factors may affect the implosion in addition to target offset, it
may be difficult to assess the importance of target offset alone.
To explore this dependence, the measured neutron yield divided
by the calculated yield [yield-over-clean (YOC)] by the 1-D
hydrocode LILAC6 is plotted in Fig. 151.31 as a function of the
measured t 0 offset for all recent cryogenic target shots (since
2015). Figure 151.31 shows that the YOC varies from +0.2 to
0.7 for offsets less than +15 nm and is smaller (+0.3 or less)
(b)

Dy (GMXI) (nm)

Dx (GMXI) (nm)

(a)

positive and negative values. The reason for the positive bias
of the t 0 vertical target offset is not known, but it is suggestive
that the cryogenic targets are systematically above TCC at t 0
with an average offset of +5 nm.
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Figure 151.29
Comparisons of earlier OMEGA shots with large offset, implosion core positions against t 0 positions.
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Figure 151.30
Comparisons of offset coordinates of implosion cores at image capture against the cores at time t 0.
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YOC

for offsets greater than +20 nm. These results are consistent
with requiring a small offset to get a large value of the YOC
but that a smaller value may be obtained at a small initial target
offset for other unrelated reasons.
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Conclusions
This work describes the method for determining the offsets
of cryogenic targets relative to the aim point of the OMEGA
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Subpercent-Scale Control of 3-D Modes 1, 2, and 3 of Targets
Imploded in a Direct-Drive Configuration on OMEGA
In laser-driven implosion experiments, a laser illuminates a
spherical target either directly (direct-drive configuration)
or after conversion into x rays (indirect-drive configuration).
This absorbed laser energy leads to the ablation and extreme
acceleration of the outer surface of the target through the
“rocket effect.” This method is widely used to study plasma
physics1 including high-energy-density physics2–4 and inertial
confinement fusion (ICF).5 In all cases, maintaining spherical
symmetry throughout the implosion is critical to obtaining
a 1-D behavior that maximizes the internal energy of the
imploded plasma at final compression. In ICF experiments,
a capsule filled with deuterium (D) and tritium (T) is used to
create a self-sustained fusion burn that will ignite the fuel and
produce a net energy gain. At the end of the implosion, the
kinetic energy of the imploding capsule is converted into internal energy, triggering the fusion reaction during stagnation.
Several simulations and comparisons with experiments have
shown that target low-mode nonuniformities lead to a severe
reduction in the implosion performance because of increased
residual kinetic energy during stagnation and uneven compression that result in reduced core pressure and truncated burn.6–9
This degradation was shown to be particularly significant for
modes  # 3, where  is the order of the modes of the spherical
harmonic decomposition of the shell’s shape.8,10 Consequently,
reducing low-mode nonuniformity has been identified as one of
the most-critical steps in demonstrating ignition at the National
Ignition Facility (NIF)11–13 or conditions that are hydrodynamically equivalent to ignition when scaled from 26-kJ implosions
on OMEGA to megajoule energies on the NIF.14–16
Over the last decade, many studies have shown significant
low-mode asymmetries of the imploding shell. Modes  =
1 have been typically identified from properties of the final
assembly including asymmetry in its areal density,17 variation
of its ion temperature along different lines of sight,18 hot-spot
motion,19 and asymmetric x-ray emission of a Ti layer embedded at the inner surface of the shell.20 Modes  $ 2 have been
measured from the hot-spot shape,21,22 standard23 or Compton24 radiography, x-ray absorption spectroscopy,25 and selfemission shadowgraphy.26
152

Several studies have focused on the causes of the asymmetries and the development of methods to correct them.
In indirect-drive ICF, the laser’s beam-energy balance was
modified to exploit cross-beam energy transfer and improve
the sphericity of the core emission.21,22 The improvement was
limited, however, because the observable (i.e., the core shape)
was restricted to modes  $ 2 and too indirect to give accurate
access to the 3-D structure of the shell.10 In direct-drive ICF,27
simulations have identified different potential effects that
create nonuniformities including target offset, beam-power
imbalance, beam pointing, and beam timing. Success has been
limited, however, in reproducing the experimental observables
obtained on OMEGA28 because of the difficulty in evaluating
and modeling each effect.
This article reports the first experimental demonstration that
the amplitude of modes  = 1, 2, and 3 of targets imploded in
direct-drive configuration on OMEGA measured at a convergence ratio of +3 can be controlled within !0.25% by adjusting
the laser’s beam-energy balance, leading to a total radial error
of 1%. Over three shots, the 3-D shape of the imploding target
was tomographically recorded by measuring four lines of sight
of the ablation front. The projected ablation-front contours were
measured with framing cameras using the x-ray self-emission
shadowgraphy technique.26,29 The projected ablation-front
motions were obtained by comparing the positions of the contours on the framing cameras with the corresponding contour
positions measured on a nonimploding solid-CH-ball shot. The
amplitudes of the modes were determined within !0.15% by
decomposing the contours oriented perpendicular to the lines
of sight and shifted by the measured motions over spherical
harmonics. The variations of the normalized target mode
m
amplitudes ( Dr  , where m is the mode order) between shots
were shown to change linearly (within !0.25%) with the variation of the normalized mode amplitudes of the laser’s beamenergy balance `De m
 j with a low-mode coupling coefficient
mi of C = −0.66!0.05, C = −0.38!0.05, and
D
e
_C  = Dr m
1
2


C3 = –0.18!0.03 for modes  = 1, 2, and 3, respectively. The
decrease of C  with increasing mode number was expected
because of the phase plates used with each beam on OMEGA.
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Lateral thermal transport and amplification by the Rayleigh–
Taylor instability were not expected to be important because of
the long spatial wavelength (m = 2rR/, where R is the averaged
shell radius) of the low modes. The C  values enabled one to
evaluate within !0.05% of the amplitudes of the residual target
modes that appear when the laser’s beam energies are balanced
and to determine the laser mode amplitudes that mitigate them
within !0.25%.
The experiments employed 60 ultraviolet (m0 = 351 nm) laser
beams on the OMEGA Laser System.30 The beams illuminated
the target and were smoothed by polarization smoothing,31
smoothing by spectral dispersion,32 and distributed phase plates
(fourth-order super-Gaussian with 95% of the energy contained within the initial target diameter).33 A 2-ns-long square
pulse irradiated 866!3-n m-diam capsules with an energy
of 20.2!0.4 kJ, resulting in an intensity .4.3 # 1014 W/cm2.
The shells were made of 19.2!0.2-nm-thick glow-discharge
polymer (CH with a density of 1.03 mg/cm3 and each mode
amplitude <50 nm) and filled with 17!1.5 atm of deuterium. An
additional reference shot was made on an 856-nm-diam solid
CH ball. For each shot, the target was placed at target chamber
center with a maximum radial error of 1.5 nm measured with
two high-speed video cameras (1000 images per second) that
were used to automatically position the target before the shot.
The first shot used a standard laser beam-energy balance
with a standard deviation of 2.5%. On the second and third
shots, the beam-energy balance was varied to change the
amplitude of the evaluated laser modes by minimizing

/ b60=1 :/ 3= 0 / m = - 

m
r
4r e m
 Y  _i b, z bi - E bD

2

with a larger variation for modes m = 0, where Er b is the energy
of the beams normalized to averaged beam energy in percent,
(i b, zb) are the coordinates of the OMEGA beam ports, and
34
Ym
 _i,zi are the tesseral spherical harmonics. On the third
shot, one beam was reduced by 80% as a result of hardware
malfunction, further amplifying the mode amplitudes. The
beam energies were measured with integrated spheres within
r b = ! 0.5% that were absolutely calibrated within !2%
dE
with calorimeters. This resulted in the same relative error for
r
Nb = ! 0.06%, where
all mode amplitudes of d `e m
 j = dE b
Nb = 60 is the number of beams.
Four x-ray framing cameras, located at different lines of
sight, used arrays of 16 pinholes to image the soft x rays emitted
by the irradiated target on four strips of a microchannel plate
(MCP).35 The cameras were set up to magnifications of M = 6
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(two cameras) and M = 4 (two cameras) with pinhole sizes of
10 nm and 15 nm, respectively. Their point-spread functions
(PSF’s) result in about 2-D Gaussian convolutions of the images
with a full width at half maximum of dPSF . 10 nm and dPSF .
15 nm, respectively.26 Four short, high-voltage pulses were sent
to each strip to activate the signal amplification by the MCP
and obtain time-resolved images. For all imploding shells, the
electrical pulses were timed to +0.4 ns, +1.2 ns, +1.5 ns, and
+1.8 ns, whereas for the reference shots, they were synchronized to +0.2 ns after the beginning of the laser pulse (defined
as 1% of maximum intensity). The absolute timings between
the laser pulse and the images were known to an accuracy of
20 ps, and the interstrip timings were determined within 5 ps
(Refs. 26 and 36). Along each strip, the images were separated
by +50 ps. Three cameras had integration times of 40 ps; one
had an integration time of 200 ps. On all cameras, 25.4-nmthick Be filters were used to record the soft x rays above +1 keV.
For each camera, the same pinhole array was used on all shots
to maintain the distance between images.
On each self-emission image, the inner edge contour of the
intensity peak [Figs. 151.32(a) and 151.32(b)] corresponded to
the projection of the ablation-front surface along the line of
sight of the diagnostic.29,37 The recorded intensity was the
strongest near the ablation front because the emitting plasma
had the largest density (which maximized its emission), and
the integration distance of the emitting plasma to the detector
was the longest. Just inside the ablation front, the recorded
intensity dropped by a factor of 2 over a few microns as the
plasma became optically thick, absorbing its emission and
the emission coming from the back of the target. The time
integration and spatial convolution of the diagnostic induced
an inward shift, constant on a given image, of the inner gradient up to 4 n m and 20 n m for integration times of 40 ps and
200 ps, respectively.
The angular variation of the projected ablation-front surface
(D Ri) was determined from the difference between the angularly resolved contour radius (R i) and the averaged contour
radius ` R i j . To reduce the error, self-emission images were
angularly averaged over Di = 20°, which was larger than the
radial convolution 7]360 2rg d PSF _ R i i < 5cA and smaller
than the scale length of the modes studied here (m > 120°). An
error in Ri of dRi = !0.8 nm was determined on the reference
shot by fitting R i with a normal distribution and taking the
number at the 90th percentile. This error was larger than the
NDi = ! 0.2 nm, where NDi = 360°/
error in G Ri H of dR i
Di = 18 is the number of independent measurements. This
resulted in d(D Ri) . dRi.
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On each image, the location of the projected center of
the ablation-front surface on the framing camera was determined by finding the center of the circle that minimizes
the standard deviation of its radial difference with the contour. This resulted in an accuracy in the center position of
dR center,1 = dR i
NDi = ! 0.2 nm. The center location was
corrected from the electrical-pulse (EP) propagation that
introduced a displacement of the contour along the strip by
–(D R)EP = VM(D t)EP, where V is the implosion velocity,
(Dt)EP = VEP GRiHM, and VEP is the electrical-pulse velocity
that was characterized off-line within d ^VEPh VEP ! 10%.
V was determined by fitting the evolution of GRiH linearly for the
images of first strip [within d ^Vh V = ! 10% ] and using a thirdorder polynomial for the other images [within d ^Vh V = ! 4%
(Ref. 26)]. The associated error of
dR center,2 . ^DRhEP '8d ^Vh VB + 9d _VEPi VEPC 1

2 0.5

2

grew with time up to !0.5 nm. When the images were on the
same strip, the error in V EP did not affect the distance between
images since it was approximately constant.
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The inner edge contours were used to measure the diagnostic magnification on each shot and the magnification
anisotropy for each image. On the first strip, the images were
recorded at an early time so that the center of the ablationfront surface corresponded to the initial target center, making it possible to measure the diagnostic magnification M =
1 + D/d, where D is the distance between contours and d >
1270 n m is the distance between pinholes. This resulted
in absolute and relative accuracies of .d d/d < !0.005 and
. 2 dR center,1 7^M- 1h dA < ! 5 # 10 - 5, where dd = !15 n m is
the error in the pinhole distance specified by the constructor.
The error was slightly reduced by linearly fitting D and d over
the recorded images. The anisotropy in the camera magnification was determined at each image position on the reference
shot by measuring the contour ellipticity. On this shot, all the
images were recorded at an early time so the ablation-front
nonuniformities were negligible. Although this anisotropy
varied among images, it was shown to be consistent at a given
image position by repeating the shot.
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Figure 151.32
Comparison of the self-emission images
recorded on (a) the second imploding capsule
shot and (b) the reference shot. The circles
correspond to the inner edge contours of the
intensity peak. (c) Angular variations of the
projected ablation-front surface (D R i) for
the images in (a). (d) Projected ablation-front
surface motions (D Rcenter) as a function of
the averaged contour radius _ R i i along x
(orange circles) and y (blue squares) obtained
by comparing the contour centers in (a) with
the contour centers in (b).
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The best estimations of the angular variation of the projected ablation-front surface (DRi)150 and motion (DRcenter)150
at an average radius of 150 nm were obtained by linearly
fitting their evolution with GRiH ranging from +300 nm to
+ 100 n m [Figs. 151.32(c) and 151.32(d)]. These evolutions were expected to be linear since, over these radii,
there was no significant change in the laser intensity, leading to an almost constant pressure applied to the target:
DR ` R i - R 0j . - DP Pi . - bDI I i , where R 0 is the
initial target radius; GPiH ? GIiHb; b . 0.5 (Ref. 15); and DR,
DP, and DI are the angular variations and GRiH, GPiH, and GIiH
are the angularly averaged values of the radius, pressure, and
laser intensity, respectively. Errors in (DRi)150 and (DRcenter)150
of d(DRi)150 = !0.4 nm and d(DRcenter)150 = !0.6 nm at the
90th percentile of the error distribution were determined by
comparing DRi and DRcenter with their linear fits.38
The four measured projected contours were oriented perpendicular to the lines of sight of the corresponding framing
cameras to determine the 3-D shape of the ablation-front
surface [Fig. 151.33(a)]. Because of the 3-D nonuniformities,
the center and averaged radii of each contour were slightly
different than the center and averaged radius of the 3-D object.
To account for this, one contour was used as a reference and
the other contours were shifted transversally and magnified
to suppress their radial differences with the reference contour
at the two crossing points (i.e., where the polar and azimuthal
angles are the same).
The 3-D motion of the ablation-front surface was determined by finding the point at the minimum distance between
the four lines defined by the lines of sight of the framing
cameras shifted by the measured projected motions and by
the displacements introduced during the contour alignment
process [Fig. 151.33(b)]. The four projected contours provided
two measurements each of the three coordinates of the 3-D
LLE Review, Volume 151
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motion of the ablation-front surface (D Rcenter). On the reference
shot, each contour center corresponded to the projection of the
initial target position on the diagnostic. On a capsule implosion,
the contour centers determined on the first strip were aligned
with the corresponding contour centers measured on the reference shot. This made it possible to correct for differences in
diagnostic pointing and initial target position. Longitudinal
and transverse differences were accounted for by comparing
the diagnostic relative magnifications and the image locations,
respectively. The error in D Rcenter was given by
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Figure 151.33
(a) The four projected ablation-front contours measured on the second imploding capsule shot were oriented perpendicular to the line of sight of the corresponding framing cameras and then shifted and magnified to minimize the
radial difference at the connecting points with the reference contour. (b) The
3-D motion of the ablation-front surface (orange arrow) corresponded to the
minimum distance of the four lines (green lines) defined by the lines of sight
of each framing camera shifted by the measured projected motions and by the
displacements introduced during the contour alignment process.

center, so the five extra measurements reduced the error in the
three coordinates.
The amplitudes of modes  = 1, 2, and 3 of the ablationfront surface were obtained by decomposing the four oriented
contours shifted by the measured 3-D displacement using
spherical harmonics
m
6Rr _i c , zci = / 3 / 
4r r m
 Y  _i c , z ci,
=0
m = -

where Rr ^i c , zch is the radius normalized to the averaged
radius in percent ^r 00 = 100%h and (ic,zc) are the coordinates
of the four contours]. The errors in the mode amplitudes were
evaluated by simulating the previously determined error
distributions of d (D Rcenter)150 and d (D R i)150 and fitting the
errors by the normal distribution. Errors of d _r m
1 i = ! 0.15%,
m
m
_
i
_
i
d r 2 = ! 0.1%, and d r 3 = ! 0.1% were obtained at the 90th
percentile for modes  = 1, 2, and 3, respectively.
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m
m
60 r
where eu m
 = a  / b = 1 E b Y  _i b, z bi . a  e  ; a  are coefficients
that describe the profile of each beam,

Figures 151.34(a)–151.34(c) show that, for each mode  ,
the difference in the mode amplitudes of the ablation-front
m
surface between shots Dr  varied linearly with the difference in the corresponding normalized mode amplitudes of
m
the laser’s beam-energy balance De  with low-mode coupling
coefficients of C1 = –0.66!0.05, C2 = –0.38!0.04, and C3 =
–0.18!0.04. The negative values were due to the fact that the
more intense the laser, the more accelerated that part of the
target. The fact that the factor was the same between different
shots shows that the effects that create nonuniformities other
than the beam-energy balance (such as target position, beam
pointing, beam timing) were reproducible between shots.
m
m
Errors in Dr  of d `Dr m
 j = ! 0.25%, d `Dr 2 j = ! 0.3%, and
m
d `Dr 1 j = ! 0.3% at the 90th percentile were obtained by comparing the points with their linear fits. These comparisons were
also used to determine the errors at the 90th percentile of C .

3
Eu b _i, zi = Er b /  =1 a  ^2 + 1h 4rP _cos ci
0
normalized to have eu 0 = 100%, P is the Legendre polynomials, and c is the angle between (i, z) and (ib, zb). The SG5
phase plates reduced the values of modes 1, 2, and 3 by factors
of 0.79, 0.47, and 0.2, respectively, which result in a constant
C a  = 0.85! 0.07 that relate the laser modes on target to the
target modes [Fig. 151.34(d)].

The values of C a  = DR

Ri

#

Ii

DI resulted in

b . - 150 _150 - R 0i # C  a  . 0.44! 0.035,

The decrease of C with mode number [Fig. 151.34(d)] was
caused by the phase plates that reduced the amplitude of the
modes on target.39 The laser mode on target is given by

which was close to the theoretical value of 0.5. This shows that
the smoothing of the laser modes by the lateral heat transport40
and the amplification by the Rayleigh–Taylor instability were
negligible for those modes, as expected.

/ m = -  4r eu 00 Y m _i,zi,
Eu _i, zi = / 3
=0

These linear evolutions allowed us to determine the residual
target mode amplitudes 7]rresgm
 A that remain when the laser
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Figure 151.34
Comparison of the difference in the amplitude of the modes
(a)  = 1, (b)  = 2, and (c)  = 3 of the ablation-front surface
`Dr m
j
 between shots 1 and 2 (orange points), 1 and 3 (blue
points), and 2 and 3 (green points) with the difference in the
j
corresponding modes in the laser-energy balance `De m
 . The
linear fits are plotted in (a)–(c) as dashed black lines. (d) Comparison of C  (orange points) with C  a  (blue points).
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beam energies are balanced and the optimum laser-mode
amplitudes that compensate them 7]e optgm
 A. Over the three meam
m
m
surements _rresi is obtained by averaging ^rreshm
 = r  - C e 
m
3 = ! 0.05%;
with an associated error of d ^rresh . d ^r m
h
m
m
m
^eopth is given by ^eopth = - ^rresh C . Applying these corrected laser modes would lead to a spherical implosion with a
maximum radial error
0.5

. (/ 3 = 0 / m = -  ;d aDr  k E 2
m2

= ! 1%.

In summary, tomographies of imploding shells were used
to determine the laser energy balance that suppresses target
modes  = 1, 2, and 3. This is essential in direct-drive implosion experiments including ICF, where 3-D simulations predict
significant enhancement in fusion performance.8
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The Effect of Tritium-Induced Damage on Plastic Targets
from High-Density DT Permeation
Introduction
Direct-drive inertial fusion experiments on LLE’s OMEGA
Laser System1 and indirect-drive experiments at Lawrence
Livermore National Laboratory’s (LLNL’s) National Ignition
Facility2 use glow-discharge polymer (GDP) as the capsule
material that contains the cryogenic DT fusion fuel.3 Knowledge of the outside diameter of the capsule and the fuel layer’s
thickness and uniformity are critical so that appropriate laser
conditions can be set for the implosion experiment.
Cryogenic targets measured in the cryogenic target Characterization Stations have had greater than expected outside
diameters (OD’s) (up to 13 nm) from thermal contraction after
cooling. The expected diameters were calculated from the
General Atomics’ (GA’s) National Institute of Standards and
Technology (NIST)-traceable, room-temperature–measured
OD value and the coefficient of thermal expansion of GDP;
this contraction was not observed. As a secondary effect,
mismeasurement of the OD can influence the reported fuellayer thickness. To examine this effect, several experiments
were performed including (1) an optical system calibration
check; (2) a comparison of OD’s measured in the cryogenic
system with a NIST-traceable value (864.1!0.5-nm-OD silicon
ball measured at GA); (3) a parametric study of how system
variables can affect the OD measurement; and (4) a comparison
of an opaque sphere versus a transparent sphere.
Experimental Configuration
1. Optical System Description
Cryogenic targets are characterized4 using the non-telecentric, f/5, long-working-distance objective shown in Fig. 151.35.
The target is illuminated with a pulsed 630-nm-wavelength
light-emitting diode (LED) to minimize the effects of target
vibration. This wavelength, along with the f/5 optics, gives a
diffraction-limited (Rayleigh criterion) resolution of 3.8 nm. A
1000 # 1000-sq-pixel, 12-bit charge-coupled device (CCD) is
used to record an image of the target. This gives a 1-nm pixel
size given the 1-mm object-space field of view; the image is
oversampled and there is no loss in resolution resulting from
the pixel size.
LLE Review, Volume 151
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Figure 151.35
Characterization Station used to determine the thickness and uniformity of
the solid DT layer. The fuel is layered in a cryogenic enclosure (“layering
sphere”) filled with He gas that transports heat caused by beta decay of the
DT from the capsule. A layered capsule mounted on a SiC fiber is shown in
the inset. CCD: charge-coupled device.

2. Image Analysis
The optical system is calibrated ( n m/pixel) with a “grid
target” that consists of an array of opaque 10-nm-diam aluminum dots that are 20 nm apart on center to within 0.1 nm
(see Fig. 151.36). The distortion of the image and centration of
the optical axis of the imaging system are also measured and
corrected, if necessary, using this grid. Periodic confirmation of
calibration using the grid target is performed, especially after
any changes are made to the optical path of the system, such
as replacing windows or adjusting the optical axis.
To find the outside diameter, 360 radii of the target’s image
are traced from the center of the capsule. The region where the
intensity transition from dark to light is analyzed, the locations
where the intensity begins to transition from the local minimum to the local maximum are determined, and the halfway
point between them is deemed the perimeter of the target. [See
Fig. 151.39 (p. 162) for an example of a radius versus angular
position plot.] The target’s radius is then calculated using the
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Using the traveling stage, 30 dots traversed the eyepiece
cross hairs in both the x (parallel to stalk) and y (perpendicular
to stalk) directions. The measured distances of x = 599.8 nm
and y = 599.2 nm give a dot pitch in the x direction of 19.99 nm
and in the y direction of 19.97 n m, which agrees with the
manufacturer’s quoted pitch of 20.0!0.1 nm.
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Figure 151.36
Typical calibration images for the Characterization Stations; the image in (a)
is the central region of the entire field shown in (d). The locations of the dot
centers are compared to the known spacing to calibrate the optical system.
Plots used to correct distortion are shown on each side of the central region;
the pixel spacing between dot centers is plotted as a function of position in the
field for the (b) vertical and (c) horizontal directions. In addition, the optical
system is adjusted to remove any skew in these plots to ensure that the capsule
is centered on the objective’s optical axis.

calibrated nm/pixel value; the OD is given by doubling that
number. The diffraction-limited resolution of the optical system
is 3.8 nm, but the radius is sampled every degree (360 times)
around the perimeter (with some measurements discarded
because of the stalk). The theoretical uncertainty in the measured radius could be as low as 3.8 360 = 0.2 nm. This is
doubled when quoting the diameter, so agreement to 0.5 nm
should be expected. The diffraction limit is seldom achieved
in real systems, however, because of additional sources of
aberration such as spherical aberration produced by viewing
through the vacuum windows.
Calibration Verification
1. Optical Calibration Confirmation
A grid target (manufactured by Applied Image5) identical to
the one currently being used with the Characterization Stations
was measured with a compound microscope that had been calibrated using a Nikon stage reticule. It was the same grid target
that was used when evaluating the cryo target characterization
160

technique off-line during the technique’s development. The
accuracy of the microscope was also confirmed by correctly
measuring a NIST-traceable, standard 1-mm-diam ball.

2. Analysis Software Confirmation
To examine the reliability of the analysis software, synthetic
data were generated and analyzed with the program. The analysis software reproduced exactly the quantities used to produce
the synthetic data.
Possible Sources of Error in OD Measurement
Several parameters were varied to determine their effect on
the measured outside diameter as summarized in Table 151.II.
Table 151.II: Effects of parameters studied on the measured OD
of the Si ball.

Parameter studied
Illumination intensity
Illumination geometry
(numerical aperture)
Focus shift
Position of the capsule along the
optical axis of the imaging system
(image refocused)
Position of the capsule laterally in
the field of view
Characterization station
Moving Cryostat Transfer Cart
Opaque versus transparent sphere

Effect
Effect if background
is saturated
No effect
Effect only if image
is conspicuously
out of focus
No effect
No effect
No effect
No effect
No effect

1. Image Illumination
We first studied the saturation of the camera surrounding
the capsule’s image and its effect on the diameter reported by
the software analysis. A GA-measured (864.1!0.5-n m-outerdiam) silicon (Si) ball was measured using Characterization
Station #3. Examples shown in Fig. 151.37 give the measured
outside diameters and LED currents that produced the images.
LLE Review, Volume 151
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illumination. The source of this discrepancy is unclear since
the Si ball’s OD measured the same in both axes. It may be
an effect of the capsule’s transparency and the illumination
nonuniformity present in the frame; this is evident in the offset
central bright region inside the capsule’s image.

728
486

The error in Fig. 151.38(b) may be caused by noise in the
image that is clearly visible in the capsule’s darker periphery;
note that the error is small when compared with Fig. 151.38(a).
The OD in Fig. 151.38(c) was underestimated because of
“blooming.” At saturation, pixels lose their ability to accommodate additional charge. This additional charge will then
spread into neighboring pixels, causing them to either report
erroneous values or also saturate. This spread of charge to
adjacent pixels is known as blooming.
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Figure 151.37
Change in apparent diameter of the Si ball resulting from saturation of the
camera surrounding the capsule’s image. The diameter reported by the
software analysis and light-emitting diode (LED) current of the illumination
diode is given for (a) a properly illuminated image and (b) an image with a
saturated background.

To prevent saturation, the pixel values in the background
of the image are displayed by the software in real time by
analyzing the image. After it is confirmed that the image is not
saturated, data are recorded and analyzed. Only images with
the correct illumination are collected for analysis; other than
the systematic error of an +3-nm overestimate of the OD, image
illumination is not the source of OD discrepancy.

It was noted at this point in the study that the program is
reporting a slightly larger OD (867.4 n m) even with appropriate illumination.
The effects of illumination were then tested with a poly
a-methyl styrene (PAMS) capsule with a GA-reported outside
diameter of 867.4 nm (wall thickness = 19.2 nm). Results for
the x-axis view are shown in Fig. 151.38 along with the LED
currents that produced the images. In Fig. 151.38(a), when properly illuminated so that the full dynamic range of the camera
is utilized, the OD of the x axis is 869.2 nm and the OD of the
y axis is 871.2 nm. Figure 151.38(b) is underilluminated and
the OD is slightly overestimated: x-axis OD = 869.4 nm; y-axis
OD = 871.6 nm. Figure 151.38(c) is clearly saturated and the
OD is significantly underestimated: x-axis OD = 862.2 n m;
y-axis OD = 859.8 nm. The program is still reporting a slightly
larger OD even with proper illumination. Note that the x-axis
OD is closer to the GA value than the y-axis OD with proper
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LED current = 100 mA
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2. Illumination Geometry
Another test to see if the OD measurement was sensitive
to the illuminating ray bundle was performed by adjusting the
illuminator’s aperture to control the distribution of the rays
coming from the light source. Three aperture conditions were
tested: 100%, 50%, and 10% open. The 10%-open condition
produced distinct diffraction rings around the image of the
Si ball, whereas the others only reduced the intensity of the
image. The intensity was adjusted to give the same background
intensity for each condition, and images were captured and
evaluated. All gave the same OD value as previous experiments: the measurement overestimated the OD by about 3 nm.

LED current = 2100 mA
OD = 862.2 nm
(c)
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Figure 151.38
Effect of illumination intensity on the apparent diameter of the poly a -methyl styrene
(PAMS) capsule. The diameter reported by
the software analysis along the x viewing
axis and the LED current of the illumination
diode are given for (a) a properly illuminated
image, (b) an underilluminated image, and
(c) an image with a saturated background.
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3. Focus Shift
Since the imaging systems in the Characterization Stations
are not telecentric, the apparent diameter changes with focus
adjustment. When examining the target’s surface for debris, the
focus is shifted by several hundred micrometers. Returning to
the “best focus” after these adjustments is subjective and may
be operator dependent. In addition, the target can move in and
out of focus because of vibration around its best-focus position.
An experiment was performed to test the effect of moving
the Si ball out of the focal plane while holding the objective’s
focal plane fixed; these results are summarized in Fig. 151.39.
The radial unwrapping of each image, shown below the image,
indicates the degree of blurring in its perimeter. The line is the
location determined by the analysis software to be the edge
of the ball. Images of the silicon ball were obtained with it
shifted both toward and away from the objective lens by up to
85 nm [Fig. 151.39(b)] in 17-nm steps. The focus control on
the objective was not adjusted to compensate for the shift. The
measured OD was reproduced within !0.5 nm of its average
of 867.4 nm for all of the images.

nm

1214

(a)
OD = 867.2 nm

This test was repeated, but this time the focus control on
the objective was adjusted to compensate for the shift. The
remeasured OD was reproduced within !0.5 nm of its average
of 868.4 nm for all of the images; this time the average was
1 nm larger, most likely because of the lack of telecentricity
of the objective lens.
To test the operator’s reproducibility to refocus the objective lens, the Si ball was centered in the layering sphere and
the objective’s focus knob was turned to produce a noticeably
out-of-focus image. An image was taken, the objective was refocused, and a second image was taken. This was repeated 15 times
and the OD of the refocused images had an average of 867.4 nm
with a standard deviation of !0.2 nm. The analysis software
is surprisingly robust in that it underreported the OD by up to
6 nm, even for the grossly out-of-focus images [Fig. 151.39(c)].
Figures 151.39(a) and 151.39(b) demonstrate that the OD can
be reproduced exactly, even when slightly unfocused.
Images of the PAMS capsule were also obtained with it
shifted both toward and away from the objective lens by up to

(b)
OD = 867.2 nm
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OD = 860.2 nm
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Figure 151.39
Several images taken during the focus scan: (a) Si ball at focal plane; (b) 85 n m away from focal plane; and (c) deliberately out of focus. The radial unwrapping
of each image, shown below the image, indicates the degree of blurring in its perimeter. The line is the location determined by the analysis software to be the
edge of the ball. Note that the blurring also overestimates the asymmetry of the capsule’s OD, as indicated by the increased undulation of the line.
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45 nm. In this test, the focus control on the objective was not
adjusted to compensate for the shift. The measured OD’s were
reproduced within !0.5 nm of their average of 869.2 nm for
all of the images.

Table 151.III: Comparison of the outside diameter of the Si ball measured at the three different Characterization Stations.
The GA-measured OD = 864.1!0.5 nm, which is 3 nm
less than the average of 866.8!0.3 nm for both axes
shown here.

A lineout along the diameter would allow the operator to
more objectively determine best focus in real time. However,
the OD measurement is not sensitive to being slightly out of
focus, certainly within the operator’s qualitative ability to
choose the correct focus.

Characterization Station x-axis OD ( nm) y-axis OD ( nm)
1
867.0
867.4
2
866.2
866.8
3
866.6
866.8

4. Lateral Shift from Center
Since a cryogenic target is often vibrating both in and out
of focus and laterally in the image during data acquisition, the
sensitivity of the OD measurement to a lateral shift in the field
of view was tested. As the capsule was shifted toward and away
from the lens along the x axis in the focus-scan test, images
were recorded along the y axis to determine if the measured
OD changed with lateral position in the field of view. No difference in OD was measured even at extremes in lateral shift.
5. Characterization Station
The Cryogenic Target Facility contains three identical Characterization Stations. The Si ball was imaged in the same Moving Cryostat Transport Cart (MCTC) in all three stations; each
was adjusted to the same illumination and focus conditions.
The results are shown in Table 151.III. There was no statistical difference in OD measurement among the three stations.
6. Moving Cryostat Transfer Cart
During cryogenic target experiments, the capsule is stored,
layered, transported, and characterized in a cryostat contained
in a MCTC.6 There is some slight variation in window thick-

Mean! v

866.6!0.3

867.0!0.3

ness and alignment between the layering spheres in these carts.
The data shown in Table 151.III were taken with the Si ball
in MCTC #2. The ball was transferred into MCTC #7 and
characterized at Characterization Station #3. Using the same
illumination and focus conditions, no difference was observed
between the measurements made in each cart.
7. Warm Versus Cold Layering Sphere
The Si ball was cooled to 19 K in MCTC #2 at Characterization Station #3 and remeasured. The OD shrunk by, at most,
0.4 nm, as expected from the small thermal expansion coefficient of silicon. There was no statistical difference between
the room-temperature and cryogenic measurements.
Data Analysis
1. Contraction of Cold, Unfilled, and D2-filled Capsules
Images of two cold, unfilled GDP capsules were taken
at 90° rotation intervals along both the x- and y-axis views,
and the average OD was determined from each. These data,
summarized in Table 151.IV, indicated that GDP capsules
do contract when cooled; the difference being that they were

Table 151.IV: Change in OD after cooling from 293 K to 19 K for a sample of GDP shells that have not been exposed to DT. (The
cold OD was reduced by 3 n m from the actual measurement to correct for the systematic error revealed during
calibration testing.) The average change is 12.9!0.3 n m as expected from the thermal contraction calculated from
the coefficient of thermal expansion and the temperature change.12

Outer Diameter ( nm)
Capsule Type

Unfilled GDP
D2-filled GDP

Target Number

Average change Percent change
( nm, corrected)
(corrected)

Warm
x axis

Warm
y axis

Cold
x axis

Cold
y axis

CRYO-ME-4Q13-12

868.8

871.2

859.0

861.6

12.7

1.46

CRYO-ME-4Q13-8

877.7

876.6

867.2

866.8

13.2

1.50

CRYO-2123-19-04

871.6

12.9

1.48

12.9!0.3

1.48!0.03

Mean! v
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never exposed to high-pressure DT, unlike the GDP capsules
imploded during cryogenic target experiments that showed
no contraction.
In addition, a single data point was obtained for a D2-filled
GDP capsule that also exhibited contraction. Although, since
D2 cryogenic target experiments have not been performed on
OMEGA for many years, the fact that it contracted the same
as the unfilled GDP capsule indicates that it is not mechanical
stress from pressurization that causes the cold, DT-filled capsules’ OD’s to remain close to their room-temperature value.
2. Lack of Contraction of Cold, DT-filled Capsules
Past cryo target data were extracted from the database to
compare warm versus cold OD’s as a function of fill date,

4

fuel-layer thickness, Characterization Station number, and
MCTC number. These data represent 129 different capsules
over a time period from 26 August 2014 to 8 December 2015;
they are shown in increasing change in OD in Fig. 151.40. The
warm OD’s (measured by GA) and cold OD’s (measured at the
Characterization Stations) differ, on average, by 0.06!1.2 nm
or 0.01!0.13%. Note that the 3-nm systematic error was not
corrected in these data.
The possibility that a step change in measurement accuracy took place at some time in the recent past was explored;
these data are shown in Fig. 151.41(a). The data on OD change
are also plotted versus Characterization Station number
[Fig. 151.41(b)] and MCTC number [Fig. 151.41(c)]. There is
no clear trend in any of these data.
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Figure 151.40
LLE’s cold OD subtracted from GA’s warm OD for 129 capsules, with the order shown in increasing difference: (a) the absolute change and (b) the percentage
change. On average, they differ by 0.06!1.2 nm or 0.01!0.13%, respectively.
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Figure 151.41
Change in outside diameter versus (a) measurement date, (b) Characterization Station number, and (c) MCTC number. There is no clear trend in any of these
data; the data are scattered evenly around zero change. MCTC: Moving Cryostat Transfer Cart.
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3. Contraction of a Nonpermeation-Filled Capsule
In an unrelated experiment,7 a single GDP capsule with
a 30-n m-diam hole laser-drilled in its wall was included in
a permeation fill along with capsules of similar dimensions.
Although not the original purpose of that experiment, the data
from it can be used to evaluate if mechanical stresses from
pressure gradients across the capsule are responsible for the
lack of contraction of GDP capsules at cryogenic temperatures.
The hole allows the GDP layer to be exposed to the same betadecay bombardment inside and outside the capsule’s wall in
addition to that from tritium in solution within the wall, but
without the mechanical stresses of the external pressure that
enables permeation. The cold diameter was 3 nm less than a
typical capsule that was permeation filled in the same batch,
but this difference is not statistically significant compared with
the range of changes exhibited in the ensemble of capsules
shown in Fig. 151.40. A 3-nm-OD change falls within 2.5# the
standard deviation from the nearly zero average OD change; if
the sample of capsules was normally distributed, 98.8% of the
OD-change values would also lie within 2.5 standard deviations from the mean.
Conclusions
The outside diameters of a silicon ball and two GDP capsules were measured while varying the illumination intensity,
illumination geometry, focus shift, position of the capsule
along the optical axis of the imaging system, position of the
capsule laterally in the field of view, the Characterization Station, and MCTC. The greatest effect on OD measurement was
illumination intensity, i.e., saturation of the image around the
perimeter of the capsule. In addition, if the peak brightness
of the illumination does not coincide with the optical axis
and capsule center, intensity variations around the perimeter
can locally affect where the analysis software determines the
capsule’s edge. Unsaturated images reproduced the OD measurement even under low illumination. Secondly, focus does
have an effect on the OD, but errors are produced only if the
image is noticeably out of focus.
A systematic overestimation of the OD was revealed during
this study; overall, the Characterization Station–measured OD
was greater by +3 n m than that measured at GA. The capsule data acquired during this study corrected for this offset;
however, the historic data collected from our database did not
correct for this offset since the offset had existed for some
unknown time and comparison of historical data must include
it. The +13-nm lack of observed contraction was not a result
of measurement error—the systematic error can account for
only 3 nm; the remaining effect is real.
LLE Review, Volume 151

The OD’s of three GDP capsules that had not been exposed
to DT were measured at both room temperature and 19 K. After
the data were corrected for the 3-n m systematic error, they
all contracted by 13 nm, which is 1.5% of their warm OD, as
expected. A database comparison of 129 DT-filled capsules
revealed that they contracted by an average of 0.06!1.2 nm
or 0.01!0.13%. A lack of the +10-nm anticipated contraction
and the overmeasurement of the OD by 2 to 3 nm can explain
the up-to-13-nm, larger-than-expected OD’s reported by the
measurement software.
Radiation damage to the polymer while exposed to betaparticle bombardment during DT permeation7 explains the
lack of contraction. GDP capsules are a highly cross-linked
polymer.8 The average beta-particle energy from tritium decay
is 5.7 keV—strong enough to break multiple molecular bonds
in the polymer that are a few eV each. Therefore, broken carbon–carbon bonds can readily bond with the ionized hydrogen
dissolved in the wall of the capsule. We postulate that the
capsules, therefore, swell during permeation to a degree that
is nearly compensated for by the contraction during cooling.
Conversely, polystyrene exhibits a high resistance to radiation damage: the polystyrene capsules experience less damage
during permeation and contract as expected when cooled, as
shown in Table 151.V. Polymers containing aromatic molecules
generally are much more resistant to radiation degradation
than are aliphatic polymers; this is true whether or not the
aromatic group is directly in the chain backbone. Consequently
polystyrenes, with a pendant aromatic group, and polyimides,
with an aromatic group directly in the polymer backbone, are
relatively resistant to high doses of radiation (>4000 kGy)
(Refs. 9 and 10).
The GDP capsules containing thicker layers were exposed
to DT for a longer period and at a higher concentration during
permeation, yet there is no strong correlation of OD change
with layer thickness (see Fig. 151.42). There is a possible shift
in the median in the data toward less shrinkage as the layer
thickness increases, but it is not a convincing trend. This would
imply that damage and swelling occur early in the process and
conclude quickly.
A DT-gas sample retrieved from the permeation cell following GDP capsule permeation was sent to LLNL to be analyzed
with their magnetic-sector mass spectrometer.11 Many of the
constituents in the sample were light hydrocarbons as shown
in Fig. 151.43. Since the DT delivery system is constructed of
stainless-steel tubing joined by either welded or metal-sealed
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Table 151.V: Change in OD after cooling from 293 K to 19 K for a sample of DT-filled polystyrene shells. (The cold
OD was reduced by 3 n m from the actual measurement to correct for the systematic error revealed
during calibration testing.) The average percent change is 1.11!0.12%, close to the 1.44% thermal
contraction calculated from the coefficient of thermal expansion and the temperature change.12

Outer Diameter ( nm)
Cold
Warm
Cold
(corrected)

Target Number

875.0
869.0
868.0
867.0
869.0
960.2
962.8
963.4
967.4

868.8
862.4
860.4
858.6
860.3
952.8
954.0
956.1
959.9

865.8
859.4
857.4
855.6
857.3
949.8
951.0
953.1
956.9

9.2
9.6
10.6
11.4
11.7
10.4
11.8
10.3
10.5

1.05
1.10
1.22
1.31
1.35
1.08
1.23
1.07
1.09

CRYO-9107-0017
CRYO-9080-0029
CRYO-9080-0034
CRYO-9077-0035
CRYO-9079-0042
CRYO-9080-0041

967.4
872.0
872.0
878.4
874.8
876.0

960.7
866.6
865.7
872.4
868.5
870.3

957.7
863.6
862.7
869.4
865.5
867.3

9.7
8.4
9.3
9.0
9.3
8.7

1.00
0.96
1.07
1.02
1.06
0.99

10.0!1.1

1.11!0.12

DT layer thickness (nm)

80

Possible data
median

70
60

–4

–2

0

2
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GA warm/LLE cold OD (nm)

Figure 151.42
Change in outside diameter versus final layer thickness. There is no convincing trend in these data; however, a possible slanting median to the data may
indicate less shrinkage with increasing DT exposure.
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fittings and the target support is constructed of non-carboncontaining materials (aside from several small polymeric glue
joints), total tritiated hydrocarbons in the 1000-ppm range suggest radiation-induced damage to the GDP during permeation,
reinforcing the above conclusion regarding swelling prior to
contraction during cooling.
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